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by NANCE PETERSON
With the onslinght of the winter months,
and the rains they bring to west Kentucky,
the Calloway County Road Department
keeps busy maintaining county roads in
passable condition, but manages a few
other projects as well.
Only severe weather prevents the
county's five graders, manned by road
department workers, from leaving the
county garage every morning at 7 a. m.
under the supervision of Rob Walston,
county road supervisor. Gray days, fine
mists and freezing temperatures are
frequent working conditions for the 30 men
employed by the department.
Calloway County is divided into four
districts, each one under the jurisdiction of
a magistrate, who keeps an eye on local
road conditions and works directly with
the road supervisor.
"If a magistrate decides a certain
stretch of road needs grading before any
graveling is done, that's what we do," said
Walston.
Trucks carry rock from the gravel pit
A DAYS DITCHING—Planning the
Calloway County Road Department's
work day is all part of the job for Rob
Walston, County Road Supervisor. On
any day he may oversee groups of men
grading, graveling, clearing brush and
ditching on separate stretches of county
roads. (Photos by Nand Peterson)
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County Road Department Stays
Busy During Months Of Winter
\\i
MOUNTAIN TO MOLEHILL—Operating a grader, C. D. Morris pushes loosegravel down to a level at which a loader may fill dump trucks. Although it ap-pears half-buried, the grader rests on already leveled land.
closest to any current activity, and road
workers grade county routes and gravel
road beds wherever possible.
A dozer scrapes and scoops gravel from
the walls of a pit, at which point a loader
shovels up the loose rock and deposits it in
the back of one of nine county dump trucks
for hauling. The loader fills trucks with
gravel in roughly 1:15 minutes, almost as
rapidly as they can appear at the pit en-
trance.
When gravel hauling can be cut down the
road department may turn once again to
bridge building. During 1974 Walston
directed the construction of 20 wooden
bridges, three concrete bridges and two
steel bridges.
The Calloway County fiscal court pur-
chased enough Army surplus steel earlier
last year for the two bridges built and for
five additional ones. Concrete bridges cost
$6,000 or more each, and the steel ones are
considerably less.
Bridges are erected on county roads
after Walston and the magistrates decide
which material will be used on a particular
route. The quality of the road, the number
of people who live on it, whether it is a
school or mail route and whether it is a
good connecting road are all taken into
consideration.
last year road workers hauled 13,606
loads of gravel, put in 545 sewers, double.
sealed 50 miles of road and ditched along
Price Of Milk And Gasoline
Expected To Go Higher Soon
By The Associated Press
The price of milk and such
petroleum products as gasoline
and home heating oil will prob-
ably go up soon.
A government report pre-
dicted the milk price increase
Friday, and a federal judge
blocked an effort to halt Presi-
dent Ford's $3-a-barrel oil tariff
that is expected to raise oil
prices. The first $1 of the tariff
is already in effect.
The developments came on
the heels of the latest report on
the Consumer Price Index.
showing that prices were still
climbing in January, though
more slowly than last year.
On the brighter side, there
was another drop in the prime
lending rate and an announce-
ment by General Motors that
on Friday it would lower prices
by up to $313 on nine of its
small cars by eliminating 'come
standard equipment.
The report by the U.S. Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics said
that retail milk prices averaged
79.4 cents a half-gallon in
January, Just one penny away
Weather Forecast
A little cooler with rain likely
and a chance of thundershow-
ers lonighi. Lows in the low
40s. Continued cool with rain
likely Sunday. Highs in the up-
per 40e to low 5. Wizsda-weet-
erly around 16 miles per hour
(onighs. The outlook for Mon-
tkif.. Cloudy Willi a chance of'
rain. Precipitatiorichances are
70 per cent tonight and 60 per
cent Sunday.
from the all-tune high of 80.4
cents last May. And the depart-
ment said prices will go up if
dairy farmers pass along to
consumers recently enacted
federal price supports.
In U.S. District Court in
Washington, Judge John Pratt
approximately 60 miles, also replacing
small sewers with large ones.
An eight-man crew works almost con-
tinuously clearing the right-of-way along
'aunty roads. "Quite often the wood is too
green to burn when it is first cut, and we've
discovered if we cut it into fireplace-size
pieces countians will follow behind the
crew and pick it up to burn at home," said
Walston.
Following his appointment to supervisor
last April, Walston, employed by the
department for three years, altered the
work schedule so road workers now spend
five days in each district, instead of the
three spent before. Time spent traveling
and moving equipment is lost, and the
fewer moves per month means more work
done in each section of the county.
During the harshest days of winter, road
workers spend time in the county garage
repairing machine-y, which may oc-
casionally include swapping truck beds
and bodies. Using the unworn parts of old
equipment, road workers manage to
stretch the life of already purchased
equipment.
Road signs are also made in the garage,
and installed when weather allows. With
spring months the department will begin
ditching, rip-rapping sewers and banks
and begin paving projects in mid-summer
denied a request by nine states
for a temporary injunction
against Ford's oil tariff. The
tariff will increase the price of
fuel, which the administration
hopes will decrease con-
sumption.
See Prices, Page 101
Mardi Gras Festival
Slated At University
The 5th annual Mardi Gras
Fiesta, sponsored by the
Department of Foreign
languages at Murray State
University, will be held
Thursday, Feb. 27, from 7 to 10
p.m. in the Waterfield Student
Union Building.
The program will include
singing and dancing from the
countries of Spain, Frances,
Germany, and Russia, hors
d'oeuvres and desserts with a
foreign flavor, and guest soloist,
Jackie Perez, originally from
Puerto Rico. 
Keith Walker, Murray, will
serve as master of ceremonies..
Also featured will be the MSU
Jazz Quartet with George King,
Louisville, saxophone; Dick
McCreary, Crystal City, Mo.,
drums; Ed Riddick, Maury
City, Tenn., bass guitar; and
Tad Blye, Bea rdstowzik., lead
guitar.
Slo performers_ leeled_411,
-Tusan Kalman, Ft. Mitchell,
accompanied by Susan Smith,.
Anna, Ill.; Cindy Madigan,
Lincoln, Ill.; Gary Williams,
Providence; Mike Oleksy,
Murray; Steve Coleman,
Paducah; and Luiz Diaz,
Louisville.
Also entertaining will be a
group singing French folk
songs. Members of the group
are: Zane Griffin, Ed Quigley,
Mona Grant and Judy Curt-




Robin Holman, Paducah; Lorri
Weston, Paris, Tenn.; Holly
Cloar, Cincinnati, Ohio; Sarah
Cooper, Anne Erwin and John
Klemencic, all of Murray;
Rosemary Payne, Waverly;
Janet Gascoigne, Jackson,
Tenn.; and Mrs. Suzanne
Keeslar, instructor in the
Department of Foreign
Languages.
Tickets for the event are 75
cents. rtwarprtos are from IV
to 25 cents per item Proceeds
_Willgo into the scholarship fund
for foreign language students
About 1400 was raised during





The Tappan plant in Murray
will be closed for one week from
March 10 through the 14 ac-
cording to an announcement
made at the company's home
base in Mansfield, Ohio, Friday
afternoon.
The announcement, which
revealed that the company's net
income dipped last year by
about $12 million, said that the
plant in Elyria, Ohio would be
closed for a week and that plans
in Mansfield and Springfield,
Tenn., would close the same
week as the Murray plant_
Local company officials said
the shutdown would affect 521
production and salaried per-
sonnel currently working at the
plant. They indicated that they
expected to begin calling back a
few workers that have been
furloughed for several weeks
following the reopening of the
plant.
Contributing factors included
operating losses, the effects of
two strikqes, plant closings and
relocation costs, and a change
in the method of valuing in-
ventory to the first-in, last-out




All schools in lb. Murray




February 24, MS. Everyone
should remember te set their
clocks ahead one hour before
going to bed tonight.
Local officials aired their
feelings and made recom-
mendations on several areas of
state law in a meeting before
the Kentucky General
Assembly's Interim Committee
(n Cities here last night.
State Rep. William Kenton,
chairman of the committee
along with co-chairman Sen.
Joe Graves, pledged at the start
«f the meeting that the
legislators want to "involve
ourselves in the vital business of
receiving input ( from the local
officials) for the next session of
the legislature in 1976."
Murray Mayor John E. Scott
outlined several items of con-
cern to the city administration
prior to calling on various city
department heads to speak_on
specific problems faced by the
city.
Scott particularly urged the
legislators to exempt local
government agencies from
paying state sales tax on pur-
chases made within the state.
The majority of the interim
cornmitteee members agreed
with the idea and one expressed
regret that the General
Assembly was not in session at
this time so that it could move in
that direction.
Scott also urged the com-
mittee members to support
legislation that would bring
Kentucky's wage and hour laws
in line with federal regulations.
The wage-hour bill that was
passed by the last session of the
legislature requires cities to
pay overtime rates for all hours
over 40 per week.
Many cities, including
Murray, have been hard
pressed to comply with the law
since most firemen are
scheduled on a 56-hour work
week and a monthly salary.
Mrs. Irma LaFollette has
been named Murray Chairman
of the 1975 "Breath of Spring"
Special Events Campaign to
fight children's lung-damaging
diseases, according to Stanley
H. Tichenor, president of the
Mid-South Chapter, Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation,
Mrs. LaFollette will lead local
volunteers in conducting special
events for raising funds to
support research and care
programs of children affected
by lung-damaging diseases like
Cystic Fibrosis, severe asthma,
chronic bronchitis, and bran-
chiectasis. Of all illnesses
treated by pediatricians, over
75 percent involve respiratory
and potentially lung-damaging
conditions.
Cystic Fibrosis, the most
serious lung-damaging disease,
is the number one genetic killer
of children. But today, 50
percent of the Cystic Fibrosis
patients are now living longer







Fins 'N Feathers 4  5
Sports 6,7
Comics, Crossword 8
Classifieds 8  9




thefts and vandalism have been
made by Murray City Police,
according to department..
reports.
David M. Holt reported the
theft of a $100 citizens band
radio from his car while it was
parked at the Palace Cafe.
Kathy Malone reported
vandalism to her car while it
was parked at White Hall, when
a window of the vehicle was
broken out.
An adding machine was
reported stolen from the State
Highway Barn on Industrial
Road, according to police.
A house on London Drive,
owned by Danny Roberts, was
• vandalized, according to police.
Vandals reportedly damaged
walls, cut wiring, and cause
other di-Thal/to rtinststrsrt: --
Tommy Carrico reported..
damage to a vending ioadiiiie 
at the Marine Oil Station on
Main Street. The damage':
estimate to the machine was
$15, according to police.
Scott also urged the
legislators to consider
legislation that would provide
for an appeal o;, the part of a
city when the city felt directives
of the state insurance inspection
office were unreasonable.
The mayor said "we feel like
it's operated by a dictatorship.
One matt tells us what we have
to do I to maintain the city's fire
insurance classification) and
we must do it or face higher
insurance rates)."
Another area which Scott,
along with Water & Sewer
Superintendent John Trotter,
discussed was the possibility of
requiring municipal utility
systems to get the approval of
the Public Service Commission
before they could adjust their
rates. They urged the
lawmakers not to enact such
legislation, saying that "we
don't go up unless we have to
and we don't think we should
have to go before the PSC."
L. D. Miller, who heads the
city's Municipal Housing
Authority, told the committee
that at the present time the city
has 192 public housing units and
that "we have a need for more
units to serve persons, par-




urged the legislators to change
state statutes so that, in the
case of two TVA supplied power
systems operating in the same
area, one system could obtain
service rights to customers
served by the other system
more equitably.
Barker reported that there
are presently around 200
residents of the City of Murray
who are not being served by the
Murray Electric System but by
another system (West Kentucky
Rural Electric). Barker said
that for the local system to
acquire the rights to serve these
customers at present, it must
pay the neighboring system for
all of its present facilities plus
(See Cities, Page 101
INTERIM CITIES COMMITTEE MEETS HERE— Discussing items of importance to local and stategovernment are, left to right, Murray Mayor John E. Scott, State Rep. William Kenton, State Sen.Joe Graves, and Calloway County Attorney Sid Easley. The discussion came during a meetingbetween local officials and the Interim Committee on Cities, held in the studios of MSU-TV lastnight. Kenton is chairman of the state legislative committee and Graves is co-chairman.
Photo by Wison Woolley
years ago, Cystic Fibrosis
patients almost always died in
infancy. These strides in
longevity are the result of
Foundation programs to
provide earlier diagnosis,
improved methods of treatment
and a better understanding of
the disease in the medical
community. Cystic Fibrosis, as
yet incurable, is inherited when
both parents carry the
recessive gene for C-F. It is
believed that one in every
twenty persons, or ten million
Americans is a symptomless
carrier of the gene.
"Naturally, we know more
today than we ever have before,
but we still have a long way to
go before we have conquered
Cystic Fibrosis and all lung-
damaging problems," said Mrs.
1.aFollette. "Every dollar
raised in the special events for
the -Breath of Spring" cam-
paign means better health and a
better future for youngsters
struggling for the Breath of
Life."
The "Breath of Spring"
campaign supports not only
research, but diagnosis and
treatment of children with lung-
damaging diseases in C-F
Centers across the country.
There are more than 110 of
these Centers, which also
provide for educational
programs and research.
Miss MSU To Be Selected From
Field Of 12 In Pageant March 1
The final nails have been
driven, the last dress has been
ordered, and 12 slightly nervous
finalists are waiting im-
patiently for Saturday, March 1,
when the new Miss Murray
State University will be
crowned.
Representing three states, the
girls were considered the best of
an original field of 40 hopefuls
who were judged on
preliminary competition on the
basis of talent, interview
responses, and swimsuit
competition.
Lovett Auditorium will be the
site for the Miss Murray State
University Scholarship Pageant
at 9 p.m. The reigning Miss
MSU, Greta Armstrong, a
Greenville sophomore, will be
on hand to perform and to
relinquish her title after the
winner is chosen.
Since the pageant serves as a
preliminary selection for the
Miss Kentucky Scholarship
Pageant, the choice of Darline
Compton of Louisville, the
reigning Miss Kentucky, as
mistress of ceremonies adds a
special flavor to the event. An.
added highlight of the program
will be Robbie Lynn Holcomb
Leech of Louisville, formerly of
Scottsville, Miss Kentucky of
1971, who will also present a
vocal number.
Broken down by classes, the
contestants represent 11 dif-
ferent hometowns with juniors
numbering the most with five,
freshmen and sophomores
numbering three each, and a
single senior, incidentally,
being the only representative
from Murray or Calloway
County.
With a theme of "A Dream
Come True," this year's
L.groductien will feature_ the
music of "The meirOTTale-
stage band under the•direction
or George long, a LOtils-Ville
senior. Also appearing will be
the "Pageant Trio," composed
of Jack Crook of Greensville,
Sarah Hail of Calvert City, and
Randy Wilson of Paducah.
Pageant chairman Mike
Stallings, an Owensboro junior,
indicated that Scott's Drugs and
The Clots y Branch are among
the underwriters for the annual
event.
Tickets for the pageant will go
on sale Monday, Feb. 24, in the
lobby in the Waterfield Student
Union Building on the MSU
campus at $5 for reserved seats,
$2 for adults, $1.75 for MSU
students, and $1 for children
under 12.
The winner of the event will
compete in the state pageant for
the right to represent Kentucky
in the Miss America Pageant
next fall in Atlantic Cit N. J.
MISS MSU HOPEFUL — Norma IL Wells of Murray is one of
12 Analists who will be competing in the annual Miss Murray
State University Scholarship Pageant March 1. The winning
,0e4 will upsweep. Murray' tn the Miss KeritiiM -
Pageant in Louisville in June. Miss Wells is the daughter of
Mr. and thry. Alfred W. Wetts of Murray Route Tight. All-
year-old senior nursing major, she is a member of the Ky.
Association of Nursing Students and the Little Sisters of Kap-
pa Alpha Psi social fraternity. She is sponsored by the
Association of Nursing Students.
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Theta Department
To Hear Students
The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday, February 24, at
7 30 p. m. at the club house.
Speech students from
Calloway County High School
under the direction of Larry
England will present the
program.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Arlie
Scott, Mrs. Harold Beaman,




The Creative Arts Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Monday,
February 24, at 9:30 a. m. at the
club house, according to Toni
Hopson, chairman.
"Quilting" by Senior Citizens
will be the subject of the
program.
Hostesses will be Barbara
Simons, Mildred Russell,






The Board of the Senior
Citizens will meet Monday,
February 24, at ten a.m. at St.
John's Center, West Main
Street.
CENTER OPEN
The Ellis Center will open at
ten a.m on Tuesday, February.
25, for the senior citizens.
Monthly clean-up will be held
followed by the tablegames.
MURRAY
DRIVE C)X-
I N 4747,C te













By Abigail Van Buren
Leroy and Laurie and
the birds and the bees
DEAR ABBY: Is it possible for a 13-year-old boy to
father a child? Our neighbor claims that Leroy. our
13-year-old son. got Laurie, their 15-year-old daughter,
pregnant.
Leroy has always been big for his age, but he never was a
run-around, and he hardly ever looked at a girl. Ile has
never been in any kind of trouble. He's a good student and
an altar boy at church.
Leroy said he fooled around with Laurie "some,- but he
wasn't the only one. Laurie says she is sure Leroy is the (Inc.
but she admitted to having given in to three other boys.
Laurie refuses to have an abortion because it's against
her religion. She is a very religious girl and always said she
wanted to be a nun.
We don't know where to turn, Abby. If it's our son's
baby, we want to do the right thing, but if it isn't, we don't
see why we should be stuck with the responsibility, expense
and so on.
Can you help us? MISSISSIPPI MESS
DEAR MESS: First, you need some expert legal advice.
If you can't afford a lawyer, consult your local Legal Aid
Society. Then get some counseling from your clergyman,
Family Service and. or Planned Parenthood office. It is
obvious that both Leroy and Laurie need to know a lot more
about the birds and the bees and PEOPLE than they know.
What kids clow,t know CAN hurt them. .
DEAR ABBY: I got into a terrible fight with a telephone
operator. I couldn't get my party, so I dialed the operator
and asked her to help me get the number. She was very
rude, and said: "Why don't you learn how to speak
English?"
I know how to speak English. Abby. I was born in Pine
Bluff, Arkansas, and lived there until eight months ago.
when I moved to California.'
When this operator insulted me I asked her what her
name was because I was so angry I wanted to report her to
her supervisor. She said she wasn't allowed to give out her
name, and before I could say another word, she
disconnected me.
How can a person report a discourteous telephone
operator if she refuses to give you her name?
INSULTED IN CALIF.
DEAR INSULTED: Ask the telephone operator for her
"number." Each operator has one. If she refuses to give it
to you and hangs up, call back and ask for the supervisor.
You may not be able to identify the operator against whom
you have the complaint, but it's worth a try.
DEAR ABBY: My daughter is 17. Her father from
whom I am divorced) bought her a car of her own, and ever
-since she's had that car her grades have gone down, and she
has gotten so disrespectful and independent I can't handle
her.
She drives off to school in the morning and sometimes I
don't see her until 10 P.M. When I ask her where she's
been, she says. "Oh, just goofing around.-
How can I get her back in line? The car is hers so I can't
take it away from her. HER MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: The key to the situation fits the ear.
As long as your daughter is under legal age. you are
responsible for her. Ground her until her grades come up.
And YOU set the rules about when she's expected home.
DEAR ABBY: When a woman complained because her
husband wanted her affectionate attentions at odd tinim
you said: "Shoot the ducks when they are flying."
Wonderful advice!
My wife is 62 and so am I. She is fell-of pep and still
works fulltime. and she shoots the ducks while they are
flying. And if they aren't flying, she hunts them out!
Sign me  THE HAPPIEST MAN IN THE WORLD
P.S. The only time she gets angry with me is when I tickle
the bottom of her feet. She is a little overweight, so there are
plenty of other places to tickle her, I hope you don't think
we are crazy.
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Late Show Tonite 11:40 p: m.
--"Piiiiiiirel-Johnny were Lovire".
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Dance for members of
Murray Moose Lodge and their
out of county guests will be from
eight p. m. to midnight at the




Rev. Manuel Easley and his
Choir from Paris United
Methodist Church will present a
program at Goshen United
Methodist Church at 6:30 p.m.
Senior recital of Lynn
Harmon, Olney, Ill., soprano,
will be at two p. m. and of Paula
Jo Waggoner, Paducah, piano,
at 3:30 p. m., both at Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center,
MSU.
Wranglers Riding Club will
sponsor a skating party at the
Benton Rink from seven to nine
p.m.
Monday, February 24
Senior Citizens board meeting
will be at ten a. m. at St. John's
Center.
University School PTA will
meet at seven p. m. at the
school gym with the program by
physical education classes.
Dinner honoring Clara
Humphrey and Lucy Lilly will
be in the Student Union Building
ballroom, MSU, at 6:30 p. m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Mental Health Center at seven
p.m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Monday, February 24
Night Owl Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of
Frances Wyatt, 1900 Sherrie
Lane, at seven p.m.
LaLeche League will meet at
the home el Carolyn Yates, 908
North 16th Street, at eight p.m.
Foundational Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Jamie Washer at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, February 2.5
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m, for senior citizens. Table
games will follow the monthly
clean-up.
Senior Recital of Jenny Br-
ashear Sewell, Dawson Springs,
bass trombone, will be at 8:15
p.m. at the Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
Wednesday, February 26
Douglas Center on North
Second Street will open at 1:30
p. m. for Senior Citizens with a
food demonstration to be given
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
t Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
A spirited day, even taxing at
moments. But then, Ariens
know how to benefit by ad-
vantages and hurdle the ob-
stacles—often in the most
unexpected ways.
TAURUS a-ey: -
( Apr. 21 to May 21) %-,•"caf'
Good Venus influences now
stimulate your inspiration,
ideas for a new strategy with




( May 22 to June 21)
Avoid a tendency toward
indifference. Rewards will be
commensurate with the efforts
you expend. Keep your own
counsel in personal affairs.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231 030
You don't need to look afar for
best returns. They will come
from within your immediate
surroundings and, perhaps,
through some "unlikely"
persons. A good day!
LEO 
(July 24 to Aug. 231
Mixed influences. Be careful
not to speak out of turn, and
don't press too forcefully for
what you want when a few well-
chosen words will do the trick.
--4-Aug. 24 to Sept. 23; " P%-- And he oaidt unto tirent; rniterW-1111*, anit -r-wnrPtItY Jaffe* Albert Peerker—
VIRGO
Take construckive action on a make you fishers of men. Matthew 4:19. The average for sales of dark tobacco. here thisproject which you may have of
had in mind for some tinie. 
all the things there are to do, none is more week was reported as $8.91.
good preparation, you should be
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Editorials and articles contained on thisPage are presented for the purpose of giving aforum for the exchange of differing opinionsand ideas
Letters to the editor in response lceditorials and opifuonateci articles are encouraged The editors reserve the right tocondense°, ea.! ietters ....tricot changing theintent of the letter, and the r.ght to reiect anyletteeS to the editor or publiC voice items
OPINION
PAGE
which. in our opinion. are not in the best in
terest of our readers
Whenever possible, all letters should be
typewritten and double spaced All letters
intended for publication must bear the
signature of the writer
Let's Stay Well
A Test To Detect Early Cancer
A constant search has been
going on for years to find a test
which will screen for a cancer
anywhere in the body. Such a
test may have been developed.
To carry out the procedure,
the individual swallows a small
capsule containing a radioactive
material Oripalmain, the fat pre-
sent in butter). He then goes on
about his usual affairs but 24
hours later he exhales into a
device which measures the car-
bon dioxide in his breath.
If the level of the carbon diox-
ide ia elevated above normal, the
person has some form of cancer
in a7 per cent of such cases
The test was devised by
Giovanni Costa. MD., of the
Medical College of Virginia.
Fortunately, because it is
easily administered, the test is
suitable to be applied in large
groups (mass screening). Its cost
is not high, and a is safe.
If such testing shows a positive
result a diagnostic search
follows to locate the exact site of
the malignancy. Such screening
should greatly encourage early
diagnosis of cancer and thereby
improve the cure rate Cost of
care is reduced by detecting
cancer before it has advanced
beyond cure.
• The National Cancer Institute
(NCI) apparently looks with
favor on this development.
However, in a recent report
quoted in the US. News and
World Report. Frank Rauscher,
Jr Ph D. Director of NCI.
warned, -Research is not likely
to produce a single dramatic
means to prevent, or cure, all of
the 100 or more forms of cancer -
If Dr. Costa's test proves td be
effective as a screening method.
a big step forward in the diag-
nosis and treatment can result.
-Q. Ms. 0.E states that she has
never had sexual intercourse
and is fearful that it may be
painful She asks what she can
do to be aired of little or no
pain with her first intercourse.
A. See a physician and have a
pelvic examination He can
determine the truckne of the
hymen or "maidenhead- at the
opening of the vagina and deter-
mine whether a minor operation
is needed to enlarge the opening
Anxiety regarding the sex act
can result in muscular spasm
and pain at intercourse. A
vaginal lubricant can assist in
avoiding painful friction.
Q. Ms. A.N. wants to know if
checking the eyes for glaucoma
is painful.
A. Checking the eyes for
glaucoma is an office procedure
and devoid of discomfort. A drop
of anesthetic is placed in the eye,
and an instrument (a tonorneter)
is placed against the front of the
cornea for a reading of the eye
pressure,. The test is completed
in about five minutes, the eye




Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) .11444
ARIES
Personal matters may need
Look for better an-
swers. A state of readiness
• needed to cope with the unex-
pected.
TAURUS
---{Apr. 21 to May 21)
If plans prove unfitting, not
quite feasible, change them —
with no regrets. But do not
make drastic changes without
cause.
(May 22 to June 21) n't9
GEMINI
Most endeavors should
prosper, but think before you
speak or act. Above all, avoid
tendencies toward the unor-
thodox; to extremes in general.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 0(;::)
Once you know your ideas
have good potentialities for
success, lose no time in trying to
bring them to realization. Good
lunar influences should help
you.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ./2Vela'Is
In dealings with others, don't
resort to brevity or abruptness
of speech when full ex-
planations are truly needed. Do
your best to really -com-
municate."
FOR SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1
VIRGO




and outdoor pursuits. A good
day!
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
A day which should lift your
Spirits considerably. Personal
relationships should be highly
congenial, with romance ac-
cented during the p.m. hours.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 Me*
A good day for planning next
week's program. Be especially
astute in mapping out budget
requirements. You may be
faced with some unforseen
expenses.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Beneficent stellar influences
now encourage all your en-
deavors — especially those




( Dec. n to Jan. 20)
Some misunderstandings
possible in unexpected areas.
Counteract with poise, tact and
a sincere desire to clear the air
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Suggestions from friends or
975
business associates could prove
valuable now. In leisure time,
shun social events which could
impose too much of a strain on
you.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 71'C:r
Be careful In whom you
confide and respect confidence
given you. Some tendencies
toward mischief-making
prevalent.
FOR MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1975
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly versatile individual, with
certain characteristics almost
alien to other Signs. A PleCean,
governed by Neptune, you have
an intense love of the sea and
everything connected with it.
Also, you are extremely per-
ceptive, possessing almost a
,"sixth sense" which, coupled
with your many talents,- can be
an invaluable factor in your
success pattern. It tells you
when to move, when to "stay
out.- Further, it gives you a
more-than-ordinary interest in
the occult, and many Pisceans
are known for their clairvoyant
powers. Your personality is a
magnetic one and others follow
you willingly. Thus you have a
great responsibility toward
them. Will you lead UP or
DOWN? Birthdate of: George
Handel, composer; Samuel
Pepys, Eng. diarist; William A.
Shirer, author, journalist;
Peter Fonda, TV personality.
Consumer Comments
Be Sure Of Land
By Ed W. Hancock
Attorney General
If you plan to buy land in a new develop-
ment, be sure it is the land, and not a sales
scheme, that is being developed. Consumers
have written to tell us how their purchases of
land for vacation or retirement homes have
developed into big trouble. To protect
yourself from land sales schemes, force
yourself to heed some basic tips:
1. Get copies of the contract, the property
report, a map with the location of your
property clearly marked and all other per-
tinent documents. If a salesperson will not let
you take this information home, go home
without it and without buying property. There
is no reason why you should not be allowed to
take this information home for further study
or for consultation with a lawyer.
2. Once you have the contract, read it — all
of it. Some contracts allow the seller to retain
title to the property until the buyer has paid in
full. Under this arrangement, if the buyer
misses a payment, the seller could resell the
property to someone else. If this happens, the
consumer loses the land and a probable in-
crease in property values, along with the
higher interest rate his money might have
brought elsewhere. The consumer would only
be refunded the money paid until that time.
Have the property title transferred to you
immediately and always make payments on
time,
3. If a salesperson gives you any special
assurances or guarantees, get them in
writing. It's the wriiien contract that counts
—not what you've been told. A legitimate
business will be delighted to put everything in
writing; a swindler will not. Our office has
received complaints that consumers were
told one thing, while the contract said
something else. If you are told something
different from what is contained in the con-
tract, go elsewhere for your land — and go
quickly.
4. Don' fall for the "last lot" routine. If you
have to sign trnrnecliately to reserve the lot,
pass it up. There are many more lots and
many more developments where the com-
panies do not use rush tactics.
5. Inspect the land) Consumers have
complained that their land was not what was
promised. If your land is to be near a lake, ask
to see the lake. If your land is an oversized lot,
have it measured again. Check the property
report and compare it to what you see. Don't
agree to sign now and see later, with the
option to cancel if you don't like it. For one
reason or another, you may not be able to see
the land until your right to cancel has expired.
6. And speaking of the right to cancel, never
waive that right. A waiver might be written
into your contact. Read carefully and refuse
to sign any contract which tries to take away
your right to cancel. If and when you do
cancel, put it in writing and send it by cer-
tified or registered mail.
7. Just because the company or develop-
ment is registered with the federal govern-
ment 1 Development of Housing and Urban
Development), that does not mean that the
government has inspected or endorsed the
property. •
8. Promises, promises — of smooth roads,
modern water and sewage systems, fancy
recreational facilities: don't believe them.
Have all promises of future facilities put in
writing.
9. Be prepared for high-pressure sales
tactics. Can you be talked into buying
anything') If so, leave your checkbook at
home and take a strong-wWed person with
you. Make it a policy to wait two days before
investing, giving you time to read carefully
and to ask around.
If you have a complaint about land sales or
about any consumer matter, contact the
Atiorney General's Division of Consumer
Protection. Call toll-free on the consumer
hotline (1-800-372-2960) or 'write to Attorney
General's Division of Consumer Protection,




Today is Saturday, Feb. 22, the 53rd
day of 1975. Mere are 312 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1732, George Washington was born at his
parents' plantation near Fredericksburg, Va.
On this date —
In 1759, the French abandoned a siege of
Madras, India when a British fleet arrived.
In 1810, the composer Frederic Chopin, was
born in Warsaw, Poland.
In 1819, Spain ceded Florida to the United
States.
In 1889, the Dakota Territory was divided
into North Dakota and South Dakota.
In 1945, in World War I, the U.S. Third Ar-
my crossed the Saar River south of Saarburg,
Germany.
In 1967, Indonesia's President Sukarno en-
ded a long reign of power by surrendering his
remaining presidential authority to General
Suharto.
Ten years ago: Heavy protective police
guards were placed around Black Muslim
leader Elijah Muhammad after the slaying in
New York of a rival Black Nationalist,
Malcolm X.
Five years ago: U.S. Secretary of State
William Rogers ended a ten-nation tour of Af-
rica with a visit to Monrovia, a republic foun-
ded-by freed American slaves in 1847.
One year ago: Pakistan tecognized the in-
dependence of its former eastern province,
Bangladesh.
Today's birthdays: Democratic Senator
Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts is 43. Ac-
tor Robert Young is 68.
Thought for today: There's always an easy
solution to every human problem — neat,
plausible and wrong — H.L. Mencken,
American writer, 1880-1956.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 AZ-1
Quite unexpectedly, you may
be afforded the chance to do
something "different," attain a
surer foothold on the ladder to
success. Keep alert and ready
to act.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 nt'etC
Do not let problems or
discussions grow out of
proportion. Hold yourself in
check, especially if dealing with
superiors, business associates.
Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 "ere".
SAGITTARIUS
Stellar influences on the mild
side. You are just about on your
own to decide, act, work out new
tactics, but don't waste time on
nonessentials.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /40
CAPRICORN
Saturn influences fine) Now's
the time to launch new ven-
tures, set forth your ingenious
ideas and make decisions in-
volving future activities. ,
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) §
A different approach rather
than a complete change of
objective may be the keynote to
day's success. Take time to
think things out, to absorb
details.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20
A little more restraint may be
needed to improve your chances
for gain now. Don't force issues
and DO prepare well. Romance
and travel favored.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a remarkable
meniory and truly ex-
traordinary intuitive powers.
The latter gives you the ability
to act quickly—and correctly—
in emergencies; also acts as a
springboard in determining
your course as you pursue your
life goals. When the Pisceari
develops his best qualities there
is no height which he cannot
attain but, if indifferent or
content with the mediocre, he
can easily slip into extremeIN
bad habits—becoming indolent,
self-indulgent, vacillating arid
excessive in his pursuit of




leaders in maritime affairs and
statesmen. Birthdate of: U.S
Admiral Chester Nimitz.
Bible Thought
30 Years Ago This Week
Lt, Charles L. Fulton, Sgt. William B. Toler, and
Sgt. George A. Tucker have been reported killed in
action. Reported missing in action are Sgt. Hilton
Stafford, Pfc. Codie A. Taylor, and Pvt. Lomon
Bogard. Sgt. Louis D. Thompson is now a prisoner of
war in Germany. Reported wounded in action are
Pfc. Hugh Albert Jackson, Pvt, W. C. Clouser, and
Capt. James C. Williams.
Deaths reported are Miss Emma Hooper, Mrs,
Leon Robinson, Mrs. Sarah Cook, Mrs, Cora
Outland, Mrs. Bettie Mason Miller, and William B.
Gibson,
C. Wesley Waldrop has been named as assistant
postmaster, according to Murray Postmaster Harry
I. Siedd.
Officers of the Calloway County Conservation Club
are J. R. Oury, Porter White, and Hugh Melugin.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Waldrop celebrated their 69th
wedding anniversary on February 17.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Crawford Barnett on February 15 and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Aubrey Ahart on February 17,
40 Years Ago This Week
The William Mason Memorial Hospital, a 65
patient room hospital, was destroyed by fire on
February 17. The fire originated in the basement
and spread quickly. All forty-two of the patients
were safely removed from the building due to the ef-
ficient work of the nurses, with three of the nurses
being injured when escaping from the building. Dr.
William H. Mason said shortly after the fire that the
hospital will be rebuilt.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Bert (Fannie) Sexton,
Mrs. A. S. (Frances Cleo) Brooks, age 70, Mrs. J. W.
Phillips, age 70, Mrs. J. N. Maggie Lovett)
Williams, age 62, Martin Lee Logan, age 81, George
W. Gooch, Walter A. Radford, E. W. Stubblefield,
age 77, Mrs, Minnie Webb, Robert Lee Dye, Virgil
Bob Overbey, age three months, and Mrs. Blanche
Underwood.
The Court House clock is striking again after a lay
off of between two and three years. The repairs to
the clock were made by H. -B. Bailey, jeweler, and
Yandall Wrather of Calloway County has .been
abk to put it over now named assistant county agent for Boyle County.








10 Years Ago Today
Keith Hill of Murray is pictured as he is sworn in
by Gov. Edward T. Breathitt as a member of the
Kentucky Commission on-Aging.
Word has been received of the death of James
Lewis Tabers, age 45, formerly of Murray, who was
killed in an automobile accident in Detroit, Mich., on
February 14.
John Sammons has been named as manager of the
Huges Paint Store here. The store was sold by Hilton
Huges who owned and operated the store for a num-
ber of years.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat
Loyala University of New Orleans 83 to 73 in a
basketball game played here.
20 Years Ago Today
Baxter Bilbrey and George Hodge attended a
showing of the new 1955 General Electric television
sets, fans, and radios held at the Irvin Cobb Hotel,
Paducah.
"Mr. A. T. Crawford ran a classified ad the other
day in the Ledger dg 'runes and got  21 _c_alls the_ first
 day by five p. m.," from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
Bro, John Deal, pastor of the Mason's Chapel
Methodist Church, will show a film at the meeting of
the Murray Sub-District Methodist Youth
Fellowship to be held February 24.
Showing at the Varisty Theatre is "The Bigamist"
starring Joan Fontaine and Edmond O'Brien.
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is now located at
903 Arcadia Street



















In all probability, we've now hit bottom on the
prices of many of the things you want to buy.
Consider some of the facts:
10 Right now, product inventories in most categories
are extremely high. In many instances this is causing
manufacturers and dealers to lower prices comiderably.
Automobile dealers-Way:Tor example, baye-record-high_
storks Of new cars and teuris. So they're ready.
to -deal- like never before.
2• Trade-in values are way up. In the •
automobile business, trade-in alkw‘ances on used
vetlicles are at record highs. So you can save even
more on new cam and trucks.
3. Inflation is slowing (limn. hut it
will still add dollars to automobiles anti
any major items ou decide I Obuy in
t he future 1,01ff th.in rnio
BUYING TODAY,
COULD BE YOUR
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III We offer you the freshest bait
iJ money can buy—airect from the
nest to you.
753-5693
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I don't have anything special
this week except a pictorial
account of Gary's and my trip to
Lake Okeechobee and a picture
of Lorraine Maggard with her
13 pound Florida Largemouth
Bass.
...to another. Here I hold a "small" 7pounder to make up the difference of the other catch.
FIS AM
'HOBEF g f
Gary Ntarquardt (left( and Eddie Clees hold up a nice stringer
of bass taken on the first day of their fishing trip to Lake
Okeechobee in Florida.
This picture shows the best stringer of bass we took while wewere there.
Astro Car Wash
Wash $100 Hot Wax
With Fill-up... s 1 00
Free Vacuum
with Purchase
1102 Chestnut Murray, Ky.
Frankfort, Ky., February 19
— Kentucky's 1974-75 hunting
season will come to an end
February 28 with the closing of
the rabbit, quail and grouse
seasons, according to Arnold
Mitchell, Commissioner of the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
This has been the first time in
many years that rabbit and
quail hunting has been per-
mitted during February.
Reports from the state's con-
servation officers indicate that
there has been little hunting
pressure during the last month
of this extended season, and
game biologists with the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife will measure carefully
the effects of February hunting
before establishing future
hunting dates.
The taking season on fur-
bearers will also close
February M. After this date,
raccoons and red foxes may be
chased with dogs but may not be
taken in any manner. Groun-
dhog hunting is permitted year-
round in Kentucky, except for a
brief period just before the
opening of the upland game
season.
The dates for next fall's
hunting seasons will be set by
the Fish and Wildlife Resources
Commission later this spring
and summer.
Fish flashes
Probably the most universal
bait in the world for most
species of fish is, the lowly
worm. And many a kid with a
cane pole and worm has out-
fished adults using flies and
artificial lures. Well, a lot of
fishermen use worms on
Heddon's finer tackle, so the
experts there have a few
thoughts for worm fishermen.
Now that more will be fishing
closer to home because of the
energy-fuel crunch, it make
sense to get your worms as
close to home as possible. Here
are some likely spots for lat-
ching on to nightcrawlers, the
king of all worms.
Any lawn right after a rain, or
sprinkling, usually has them. So
do golf courses, parks, or other
groomed-grass areas. Clover,
especially is a favored hangout.
Use a bright flashlight and
you'll get only about one in six
that you illuminate. They're
light sensitive and can pop out
of sight faster than scat. The
trick, according to Heddon, is to
tape red plastic, or tissue paper,
over the flashlight lens.
If you're alert, you can nab
two at a time when you catch
them making love. It's a dirty
trick to play on a nightcrawler,
but there are worse ways to
go. like being pulled apart by a
hungry robin!
By Hope Carleton
Dept. of Fish and Wildlife
Salt-water fishermen know
him as the striped bass, but
more and more Kentucky
anglers are being introduced to
him as the rockfish. Often this
introduction can be startling, as
when a white bass fisherman,
expecting a two- Cr three-pound
fish, suddenly finds himself tied
into something weighing from
18 to 50 pounds.
The rockfish I Roccus
saxatilis is being stocked in
increasing numbers in Ken-
tucky, both as a fine game fish
and also to fill an empty
ecological niche in the food
chain in many lakes. His
biological purpose is to control
gizzard shad populations, a role
for which his large size and
voracious appetite makes him
particularly suited.
Young gizzard shad provide
excellent food for bass, crappie
and other predatory game fish,
but members of this species
soon grow to weigh from one
and one-half to three pounds,
obviously too big for even the
largest bass to tackle. Thus
there is no natural biological
check on the shad population,
which can increase rapidly and
compete with populations of
game fish, seriously lowering
the quality of fishing in lakes
where this occurs.
The rockfish, however,
considers the largest shad as
merely a snack. By establishing
rockfish in a lake, the shad
population can be held in check,
freeing available food and cover
for game fish.
But the fisherman who ties
into one of these monsters
doesn't have time to worry
about the biology of the
situation. He's generally too
busy trying to keep frotn being
pulled out of the boat. The
current state record, from
Herrington Lake, is 44 pounds,
four ounces, and uncomfirrned
instances of even larger fish
have been reported. In salt
water, these fish can grow to
over 100 pounds, and their
potential fresh-water size has
yet to be determined.
As a fresh-water species, the
rockfish was "discovered" in
the Santee-Cooper Reservoir in
South Carolina. These fish
make their spawning run from
the sea into rivers and when
Santee-Cooper was impounded,
some were trapped by the dam.
To the surprise of everyone,
they survived rather nicely in
the fresh-water lake and a new
sport fish for inland anglers was
created.
Herrington, Barkley and
Barren Lakes are receiving
cprrent stockings of rockfish,
and Cumberland and Kentucky
Lakes, in addition to
Herrington, have been stocked
in the past. Rockfish also have
been caught below the dams at
Barkley, Kentucky and Cum-
berland.
Probably the best time to fish
for "rocks" is during their
spring spawning runs. They
usually run about the same time
white bass do and in many of
the same locations. Either large
minnows, jig-and-eel com-
binations or extra-large min-
now-imitation lures can be
effective. Use heavy tackle—for
rock-fish, even a stout bass-
fishing rig falls into the
ultralight category.
Both the daily and possession
limit for rockfish is five, and
there is a 15 inch minimum size
limit. Since most of the
stockings are still in the ex-
perimental stage, the Division
of Fisheries would appreciate
hearing about any rockfish
caught in Kentucky. If you
manage to land one, contact
your local conservation officer
or the Division of Fisheries,




A couple of weeks ago we had
a picture of Gerrald Boyd with
his limit of ducks and geese
taken with his new Ithica
Magnum 10 automatic shotgun.
To exhonerate Mr. Boyd we
would like to say that there was
a misprint stating that he could
knock his waterfowl out of the
air at 500 yards. It was meant to
say "50 yards," that is fifty
yards, NOT 500 yards. Poor
Gerrald has received un-
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Through a self-imposed tax on
sporting arms and ammunition,
hunters and shooters have
provided over $500,000,000 for
wildlife management in the last
30 years, and continue to add
over $40 million annually.
It was the sportsmen of this
nation, afield in outdoor
recreation, who first warned of
the ravages expanding
civilization had brought to our
forests, fields and streams, and
it is the sportsman who con-
tinues to serve as the major
guardian of our natural
resources.
"Wankel," The Most Powerful
Outboards Ever Built
By JACK WOLLSTON
NEW YORK (UPI) —
"Reported to be the most
powerful outboards ever built!"
That's the way Outboard
Marine Corp. describes the new
rotary combustion (RC)
outboard motors sometimes
known as the "Wankel," now
being produced by its Johnson
and Evinrude outlets.
It's the first rotary outboard
motor manufactured in the
United States and culminates
more than nine years of con-
tinuous research, according to
OMC.
But the general public can't
look forward to buying one right
away, probably not until 1975 at
least.
The new RC powerplants are
being termed "experimental
engines" which Johnson and
Evinrude will use, for the time
being, on the outboard racing
circuits here and abroad.
"The results achieved by the
RC racing motors will be
significant in determining if and
when rotary outboards might be
produced by Johnson and
Evinrude for sale to consumers
in the marine market," says
Charles D. Strang, OMC vice
president.
How powerful is the new RC?
OMC officials wouldn't say
specifically but did indicate it
might be close to 300 hor-
sepower, if not more.
That about doubles, for
example, Johnson Outboards
current top production model,
the "150 horsepower plus"
Stinger reciprocating piston
engine which was used in
winning the Outboard World
Championship at lake Havasu
last November.
Description
The new RC outboard is





"It's cubic displacement of
approximately two liters will
allow it to enter certain com-
petitive racing events world-
wide," according to S. I,.
Metcalf, OMC's director of
marine engineering.
The engine is cooled ex-
ternally by water scooped from
just below the surface, with the
interior of the engine cooled by
the fuel-air mixture flowing
from the carburetor to the
combustion chamber — a
technique known as "charge
cooling," Metcalf said.
"An additional advantage is
the lack of vibration and the
smooth flow of power," he said.
"This is because the RC has no
reciprocating parts, and so can
always be perfectly balanced.
"The four rotors in this racing
engine, revolving around their
eccentrics on the shaft, balance
each other with no coun-
terweights needed. Combustion
power impulses applied to
continuously moving toros are
stretched out over many
degrees of crankshaft rotation,
instead of being confined to a
relatively few degrees, as in the
standard reciprocating piston
engine. This results in an
inherently smooth flow of power




Wright and NSU-Wankel in 1986
to develop, manufacture and
sell RC engines, thus becoming
the first U. S. engine




Prehistoric history of the
Kentucky Lake-Lake Barkley
area will be the subject of the
third annual Archaeology
Weekend at Lake Barkley State
Resort Park, March 14-16. The
workshop is being sponsored by
the Kentucky Department of
Parks and the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Highlighting the weekend will
be field trips led by professional
archaeologists along the flood
plains, ridges, and valleys of
Land Between The Lakes,
TVA's outdoor recreation and
environmental education center
in western Kentucky and
Tennessee. Participants will
visit both prehistoric village
and camp sites.
Special interest programs
and symposia will be held
throughout the weekend at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park.
James Anderson, Curator at the
Kahokia Museum in St. Louis,
will speak Friday evening on
Kahokia - First City on the
Mississippi. On Saturday af-
ternoon a representative of the
Arkansas Archaeological
Survey willlead a discussion on
archaeological certification
with the Kentucky Archaeology
Association. Dr. McCullough,
University of Tennessee, will
speak Saturday evening on the
Normandy Project. Par-
ticipants will be able to discuss
their own views at a roundtable
discussion on Sunday morning..
the open forum, in which both
professional and lay ar-
chaeologists can participate,
will center around topics in
which the audience is in-
terested.
A $2 registration fee will be
charged. Overnight ac-
commodations are available at
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park. An interest in ar-
chaeology is the only
prerequisite for participating in
the weekend. For further in-
formation or reservations write
Archaeology, Land Between
The Lakes, TVA, Golden Pond,
Kentucky 42231.
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Four Wheeling
BY HomP 8iNi3 Jr
Regular readers of this
column may remember the
incident we talked about last
week where the "great white
Blazer" was attacked by a tree.
We have a nice picture of it this
week I This occurred on a small
hill or so I thought. Having tried
the hill myself this week I didn't
notice any trees but neither did
I get all the way up the hill. A
four wheeler by the name of
Crass did however and he
becomes the second rig to
successfully climb the "hill!"
Tatlock gave him a gold star.
Our topic this week is
something that concerns not
only four wheelers but all
people who enjoy and use the
outdoors of nature. There is one
thing that threatens to stop all
four wheeling, motorcycling,
hunting, fishing, hiking, bird-
watching, horse riding, and any
other use of public land.
Practically every single bit of
the adverse publicity that
surrounds the use of the out-
doors can be tied to this one
thing.
If this thing is so serious, what
is it? The major problem we
have today in the use of the
outdoors is ALCOHOL. Don't
put your paper down yet
because this is not going to be a
sermon on the subject. There
are many folks in our area
much more qualified than I to
discuss the moral implications
of this issue. I would like for you
and I to do just a little thinking
together on the practical side of
the matter. There is only just so
much of nature and if we don't
work together we may not be
able to enjoy it much longer. I
want my children to be able to
see the outdoors as I saw them
in those precious past years of
youth and I truly believe that
you too, want the same things.
Let's look at the matter of litter.
Last-week on one trail I counted
forty-seven objects of litter in
the back-country. The list in-
cludes one Pepsi cola can, one
paper sack, one empty
cigarette pack, two whisky
bottles, and forty two empty
beer cans. I managed to pick up
much of this and put it in a litter
bag which is always kept in my
rig. They should be standard
equipment in all back-country
gear. Our first rule is IF YOU
BRING IT IN THEN YOU
HAUL IT OUT. Most folks are
just plain fine people especially
when they're sober. Give a nice
guy about three beers and put
him on a cycle or in a four wheel
drive and see if it improves the
way you feel about him. Per-
sonally I get nervous in the
presence of a twelve guage
accompanied by a six pack. Do
you? I normally try to treat
everybody I meet in the out-
doors the same way I would like
for them to treat me. I think
most folks do. The ones that
don't are usually loaded and I
don't mean financially. Just
think how much more pleasant
it would be if everybody could
get "high" naturally and not
need those few ounces of "ar-
tificial happiness" they seem to
require. Most folks are polite,
Great White Blazer attacked by tree!
courteous, friendly, nice to be
around, respectful of others,
moderate of speech, and don't
mind lending a hand to help out.
For some strange reason this
"heavenly" liquid seems to
change all of that and the
greater the quantity the greater
the change. When we lose our
RESPECT for others and others
property we stand in great
danger of losing our freedom to
use the great outdoors. Friend,
its something you and I need to
think about. Remember how the
world looked as seen thru your
eyes when you were four or five
years old. Think how it looks
today. A good friend of mine
summed it up pretty well the
other day I thought. He said "If
you're not man enough or
woman enough to go through
life without some liquid courage
then at least have the decency
not to flaunt it in front of my
children." I think we need to
give children enough time to
grow up and make up their own
minds. Who knows? They might
just turn out to be a lot better
Fisherman's Corner
Fishing has really picked up
during the last two weeks.
Several fishermen have been
hauling in the crappie over in
Barkley. In the Crooked Creek
area last week end, ten or
twelve fishermen were out, and
almost all of them were cat-
ching some nice sized crappie.
Most fish have been caught at
a depth of about ten to eleven
feet around stumps and other
cover along the old creek
channel. Minnows fished with
double hook rigs proved again
to be the most effective way of
catching those slabs.
Last weekend my fishing
partners and I caught some slab
crappie out of Barkley. J. D.
Rayburn, who didn't believe the
fishing stories I'd been telling
him, finally got a chance to go
out and try his luck. He fished
like he was raised on the lake.
We were both pleasantly sur-
prised with our catch of 35 real
nice crappie despite the gusty
winds last Saturday.
The next day Jim Harrell and
I went back to Crooked Creek
and really caught a nice
stringer of crappie. We both
fished with two poles using the
typical spider rig set-up--two
poles in holders on each side of
the boat. Jim caught his share
of the sixty we took home. He
smiled as we were loading the
boat on the trailer and em-
phatically said, "I'm gonna
have some fillets tonight!"
Ricky Lowe caught sixty
crappie one day last week. He
had several really nice slabs.
Also, Jim Almand caught about
fifty out of Donald Creek last
week end.
Two long time friends from
Arkansas are corning over this
week end to fish for crappie. Dr.
George Pollock and Grant
Bagley are driving over from
Osceola. They've heard so
math about the great crappie
fishing in the Western Kentucky
lakes that they decided to try it
themselves. We're all looking
forward to a great weekend of
fishing.
By Ken Dean
A few bass fishermen were
out trying their luck last
weekend. No reports of anyone
catching bass have been
received. However, those old
hawg jaws should start moving
up on the deep points very soon.
When the water temperature
gets up to about fifty-five
degrees or so, the big bass will
begin to move toward the banks
which they will eventually
follow to the backs of sandy or
gravel bottom coves and spawn
late in the spring.
In a couple of weeks bass
fishing should begin to pick up.
Usually around the first week or
so in March, a few large bass
can be caught off steep rocky
points and off stumps near deep
creeks. Tr.c flay
on Kentucky Lake has been
productive in late winter. Last
year one fisherman caught a
seven pounder and topped that
with an eight pounder. Those
were the only two strikes he had
that afternoon last March 5. He
was using a little scooper and
caught the fish off stumps near
deep water.
So it looks like good fishing is
just around the corner. It's time
to get your reel greased up,
filled with good stout line, and
straighten up that tackle box.
Also, get your boat checked out
and rigged for some great bass
fishing.
Students in Mrs. Sandra Turnbow's Home Ec, class at Murray
Middle School. Photo taken during a fish filleting demonstration.
Left to right are Eric Pratt, Ken Dean, Darrell Turner, Nicky
Knight, Ricky Turner, and John King whose face is in the center.
TWIN LAKES OFFICE PRODUCTS
For Gift Items for the Executive
or the Boss
Office Equipment
Desks, Chairs, Filing Cabinets
New Portable Typewriters*
Royal and SCM
• Twin takes Office Products
Mainat 4th St. Jack Benton, Owner
folks than you and I if we didn't
do such an awful job of setting
examples for them. The ad-
vertising media in this country
has done a terrific job of con-
vincing everybody they have to
get drunk in order to feel good.
Now they're trying to tie the
joys of nature as the real
companion of their own special
brand of brew. If you don't
believe it just watch your
television and look in your
magazines. Whether you drink
or not is a matter to be deter-
mined by you and only you.
Where you do your drinking is a
matter which affects us all. Set
yourself a goal right now to try
ONE WEEK on just getting
naturally high in the outdoors
we love so much. Leave off all
the manmade pollutants that
the "crowd" thinks you need to
really live. At the end of the
week think it over. You might
be surprised at how many new
friends you found and how much
better it all seemed. Have a nice
week and HAPPY FOUR
WHEELING.
Last Monday I was invited to
Murray Middle School to give a
talk on fishing. The two hour
session was conducted with
Mrs. Sandra Turnbow's Home
Economics class. Since this was
an all boys class, there was
much interest and participation
on the part of the students.
First, we filleted several slab
sized crappie which were
caught the
and kept on ice overnight. Then
a slide presentation of various
kinds of fish caught in Kentucky
Lake was shown. Students then
inspected different kinds of
tackle including fly rods,
spinning rods, casting rods,
fiberglass poles, and artificial
lures.
A demonstration of the func-
tioning of a depth-finder was
given: The students were
particularly interested
in this electrical gadget, so we
went outside and put it on the
boat. Some of the boys sat up in
the boat. This gave them an
idea of how one fishes and
follows the underwater ledges
by using the trolling motor to
move the boat, while at the
same time watching the depth
finder.
Two students demonstrated
the proper techniques for
wearing life jackets. One wore
the vest type which zips down
the front, while the other wore
the type-1 kapok filled Coast
Guard approved kind that
wraps around the neck and
straps around the middle of the
back. Emphasis was placed
upon the fact that these jackets
should be worn at all times
while in the boat.
Meanwhile, back in the kit-
chen, several students were
busy preparing the fish cleaned
earlier while others mixed up
some hush puppies. The cooking
was done in an electric deep
fryer in the Home Er room.
These guys did a fa-"tic job of
cooking. Not only was the fish
delicious but the hush puppies
were also a tasty treat. We had
enough of both for the thirty or
so of us to enjoy eating.
Later, we discussed the
various kinds of fish found in
this area, legal limits, places to
fish, and types of baits to use.
Finally, near the end of the
class period, we loaded all the
tackle and stuff back into the
boat. This brought to a close an
Interesting session of Mrs.
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Crappie Seminar
To Be Held
Mention was made two weeks
ago concerning a crappie
seminar. It will be held at
Murray Bait on Highway 94 east
on Saturday, March 1. Starting
time will be 1:00 in the af-
ternoon and will end around
4:00. It will be conducted by
local fishermen who are willing
to share some of their ideas on
crappie fishing. Topics will
include: (1) rigging out a boat,
- L.
12) reading a depth finder, 3)
filleting fish, I 4 making
crappie rigs, Si safety
precautions, 61 places to fish.
and 7) map reading. The
seminar will be free and is open
to anyone who is interested in
crappie fishing. So, make plans
to attend one week from today.
If the weather is bad, it will be
postponed until the following
Saturday. See you there.
WHOA! Don't Fillet That Trophy!
By John Whoa
Before you fillet that whopper
you're going to catch this year,
do a little checking. There's a
possibility that you may have a
new state record fish.
The Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources maintains
records for 27 species of fish,
ranging from the largest, a 100-
pound blue catfish, to the
smallest, a one-pound war-
mouth. Kentucky's list contains
one world record, the 11-pound,
15-ounce srnallmouth caught by
David L. Hayes at Dale Hollow
Lake in 1955.
According to Mike Smith, who
compiles and maintains the
department's list of records,
there are several which could
very likely be broken this year.
Any bowfin over three pounds,
four ounces would be a new
state record, as would a channel
catfish over 15 pounds, six
ounces. Smith also feels that
there are larger rock bass than
the one pound, seven ounce
record and larger sauger than
six pounds, one ounce lurking in
Kentucky waters.
Another record that could fall
is for rockfish. There have been
reports of fish larger than the
current 49-pound, four-ounce
record, but none with the
verification necessary to be
entered as an official record:
Of course, it is possible for
any record to be broken, so if
you catch a larger-than-usual
man or any species, it would be a
good idea to have the catch
verified and report it to the
department. The fish must be
weighed on "official" scales—
any scales legal for trade will
do—and at least two witnesses
must verify the weight and
measurements of the fish. Send
the signed statements, along
with a photograph of the fish, to
Mike Smith, Division of Public
Relations, Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources, Capital
Plaza Tower, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601.
Below are the current
records. You might want to
keep this list in your tackle box
for quick reference in case you
do land a lunker this year.
Alligator Gar — Open;
Bluegill— 3 lbs., 6 oz.; Blue
Catfish — 100 lbs., Buffalo —32
lbs.; Bullhead Catfish —2 lbs., 8
oz.; Bowfin — 3 lbs., 4 oz.; Carp
— 54 lbs., 14 oz.; Channel
Catfish — 15 lbs., 6 oz.;
Flathead Catfish — 97 lbs.;
Freshwater Drum — 31 lbs.;
Gar-Long nosed, Short nosed,
Spotted — 40 lbs.; Kentucky
Bass — 7 lbs., 10 oz.;
Largemouth Bass — 13 lbs., 8
oz.; Muskellunge — 42 lbs.;
Rainbow Trout — 14 lbs., 6 oz.;
Rock Bass — I lb., 7 oz.; Rock-
Fish-44 lbs., 4 oz.; Sturgeon-
36 lbs. 8 oz.; Smallrnouth Bass
(WORLD RE(X)RD) — lithe.,
15—oz.; Sauger — 6 The., 1 oz.;
Shellcracker — 2 lbs., 5 oz.;
Spoonbill — 72 lbs.; Walleye —
21 lbs., 8 oz. : Warmouth —1 lb.:
white crappie or Black Crappie
— 4 lbs., 3 oz.; White Bass — 5
lbs.; Yellow Bass I Open )
13 POUND HAWG JAW FLORIDA BASS — Lorraine Maggard
fights to hang onto this monster and to keep It away from her
husband Paul. Lorraine caught her 13 pounder at Lake
Okeechobee in Florida a few weeks ago and overshadowed Paul's
nice 10 pound bass he caught during the same trip. The bass will




S. 12th St 753-3226
Eating -Is A Family Affair -
6-12 Mon.-Sat
6-1 Fri. & Sat.
BUCKS BODY SHOP
900 Sycamore 753-5142
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GIRLS CHAMPS — The East CaBows}, Lakers won the championship of the County Tournament
Friday night by downing North eallowax 22-14.
New World Record Of 7-5 Set By
Olympic Vaulter Dwight Stones
By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK t AP) — Dwight
S ones, decked out in a salmon-
colored ee shirt with the map
of Tahil on his chest, stood
leaning oward the high jump
pii . His back foot .was arched
slightly as his hands brushed
blond hair away from his face.
His eyes were riveted on the
slim metal bar set at 7 feet, 52'4
inches.
Everyone else—spectators.
competitors. newsmen, meet of-
ficials, cleanup crews—was
watching Stones, the last per-
former of the evening. All sys-
.ems were go.
The 6-foot-5 vaulter kicked
- into his run, swept through his
• approach, soared off the track
and cleared the bar, nuzzling it
just a fraction. He landei. as
the crowd let out a roaMnd
ihen bounced up immediately,
: arms upraised, with another
' world record.
: Stones was by far the bright-
est spot in a relatively unevent-
Baling Twine
In Stock at 
T McKee! Equipmeit-
513 ViNime Ph*. 7131162
ful U.S. Olympic Invitational
rack and field meet Friday
night. He had bettered by one-
quarter inch the record he set a
week ago. He jumped seven
tines Friday night and missed
only once, on his first effort at
7-534.
Why not try for 7-7?
"Why price my world records
out of the market?," he said
aftet wai "It's 'much more
exciting to break the record by
one-quarter inch every week.
The fans like it and I like it.
"I've broken the record on
both coasts. I've broken it in
different tee shirts. What else
can I do?"
Stones, named the meet's out-
standing performer, encour-
aged officials to place the high
jump pit in the middle of the
track, giving him a more direct
approach than if it had been
put off to the side as originally
planned.
Stones, of the Pacific Coast
Track Club, has won 10 of 11
outings during the indoor earn-
TENNIS
BOCA RATON, Fla. — No. 1
seed Jimmy Connors beat Boj-
tec Fibak of Poland, 2,6, 6-2, 6-
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Get to know ug you'll like us.  
2:22.2. The ex-Notre Damer,
the AAU's outstanding amateur
athlete of 1974, has lost only
once in the past year and one-
half, and that was a week ago
when Bayi beat him in the mile
run in San Diego.
Miss Larrieu breezed to vic-
tory in the Ms. metric mile, 1,-
500 meters, in 4:17.4—seven
seconds slower than her world
record time in Toronto last
week.
paign. His closest competition
Friday night, Pat Matzdorf of
he Chicago Track Club, fin-
ished at 7-2.
The other top names in the
field—Tanzania's Filbert Bayi,
Chicago Track Club star Rick
Wohlhuter and UCLA distance
queen Francie Larrieu--all won
handily.
Bayi took the lead on the first By BRUCE LOWTTT
lap and captured the 1,500 rrie- - AP Spurts Writer"We might as well give 'ems;era in 3:41.2, nine seconds off . 
his own world record, handshake and a smile,
„ 
Reg-
Wohlhuter took the 1,000 me- gie Jackson said to Charles 0.
era in meet record time of Finley as they posed for pho-
tographers.
It's probably the only thing
the Oakland A's slugging out-
fielder and the irascible owner
of the American League's
three-time World Series cham-
pions have gotten together on
in the past few years.
They were together Friday in
Los Angeles—but on opposite
sides of the fence.
Spell that fence m-o-n-e-y.
Jackson wants more of Fin-
ley's...a lot more. Finley's will-
Scores Soar; Pros In
Shock In-Campbell ti'pen
WS ANGELES ( AP) —
"Disgraceful,” said Sam Snead.
He shot 82.
-I played like a dog. I'm gon-
na go home and have two cans
of Alpo for dinner," said Lee
Trevino. He shot 75.
"The worst I've hit the ball
in three or four years," said
Jack Nicklaus. He shot 75.
Arnold Palmer said nothing
at all after he shot a 78. He just
packed his hags. Then he un-
packed when he found he
wasn't alone in his miseries.
Whipping winds, morning
cold and iron-hard greens sent
the scores out of sight—and the
touring pros into a state of
shock—in Friday's second




Douglass had one of only two

















that, under the circumstances,
ranked as spectacular—and
took a three-stroke lead.
"That's the best I've played
in a long time," said Douglass,
who considered quitting the
game when his slump reached
its depths in 1973.
Douglass had a two-round to-
tal of 137, five-under-par on the
7,028-yard Riviera Country Club
course. He was three in front of
Tom Kite, Tom Watson and
Mexican Vic Regaled°, tice.
140. Kite had a 69, Regaled° 71,
and Watson 73.
Gene Littler and Pat Fits-- -
Simons followed at 141. Littler
had a 72 and FitzSimons 71.
Tom Weiskopf managed a 75
in the winds that gusted to 40
miles an hour but was among
the leaders at 143. Johnny Mil-
ler, a three-time winner and
the sensation of the tour this
year, had a 73 and was eight
shots out of the lead at 145.
J.C. Snead, a winner last
week, had a 77.
It took a score of only 149,
seven-over-par, to qualify for
the final two rounds. Among
the casualties was former PGA
champion Lionel Hebert, who
had an unbelievable 87 in the
second round.
The 38-year-old Douglass
could have been better than his
69. He bogeyed the final hole
and missed birdie putts of 2.
5 and 6 feet coming home.
"I could have opened up a
really good lead," he said.
Still, it was gratifying to the
slender man who once ranked
among the game's better play-
ers. He won two tournaments
and made the U.S. Ryder Cup
team in 1969. He won another
title in 1970. Then, after his
election to the Tournament
Players Division Policy Baird ,
in 1971, he began his slide, lie
hit bottom in 1973, winning only
$9,200 for the year.
He missed five greens but
saved par on three of them. lie
scored dueces from 25 and 15
feet. He made another birdie
from 12 feet and punched a low
nine iron shot four feet from
he flag for his other one.
East Girls And Southwest Boys
Win Cage Championships
It was almost a complete
sweep for East Elementary in
the Calloway County Junior
High Tournament at Jeffrey
Gymnasium Friday night.
Almost.
Winning the girls eighth
grade tournament and the
cheerleading trophy, East
almost made it three but a tall
and talented Southwest eighth
grade boys team ended East's
hopes of the sweep.
Holding off a last-minute
charge by a determined and
gutsy East team, the Southwest
eighth grade boys managed to
pull away and took the county
championship by edging East
38-30.
In the girls championship
game, East won a very low-
scoring 24-14 contest.
Four times previously in
regular season play, the East
and Southwest boys had played.
And all four times, Southwest
came away with wins.
In fact, in the last contest just
two weeks ago on their home
floor, Southwest blew East off
the floor by a margin of more
than 25 points.
But Friday night, it was a
different story.
Playing a very aggressive
defense, which made the dif-
ference in last night's game and
the game two weeks ago, East
almost was able to pull off the
upset.
For a while in the first period,
it looked like East might get
blown off the floor again. South-
west jumped out to a 7-2 lead
and by the end of the quarter,
they held a comfortable 11-6
lead.
But in the second period, East
began batUing back and by the
end of the half, trailed just 17-15.
Consecutive baskets by David
Cohoon and Ricky Cunningham
at the outset of the third period
boosted East to a 19-17 lead but
Southwest came back with four
straight points and pulled out to
a slim two-point lead.
By the end of the period,
Southwest held the upper hand
at 25-21.
With less than a minute left in
the game, after trailing by as
much as eight points just
seconds earlier, East came to
within four. But that was as
close as they could come.
Scott Barrow paced the
scoring for Southwest with 13
points while Marty Carraway
Finley, Jackson On Opposite
Sides Of Arbitration Fence
ing to give him more., just a
little more.
Just how much cash is going
to flow out of Finley's bank ac-
count and into Jackson's was to
be announced today by William
SimItim of Tucson, Ariz., who
heard both sides' presentations
at the arbitration hearings. The
presentations differed by
$28,500. Another case to be de-
cided today was that of Ralph
Garr of the Atlanta Braves.
Jackson got a favorable ver-
dict in his arbitration duel a
year ago, after he'd been cho-
sen Most Valuable Player in
the 1973 World Series. That rul-
ing brought him 1974 paychecks
totalling $135,000.
Finley, noting that Jackson's
performance slipped in most
major batting departments in-
eluding home runs, runs batted
In and average, offered him a
$5,000 boost to $140,000 this
year. Jackson demanded $28,-
500 more, to $168,500.
would not be here if I did
not think I deserved the raise,"
said Jackson. But Finley count-
ered simply: "Reggie did not
have as good a year in 1974 as
he had in 1973."
Garr wouldn't have been in
New York Friday, either, if he
didn't think he deserved a
raise. He's looking for a whop-
ping one. A year ago he re-
ceived 855,000. Then, in 1974, he
was the National League's bat-
ting champion with a .353 aver-
age, a solid 32 points higher
than his nearest challenger. He
also led the Braves in most of-
fensive departments.
Three players found out Fri-
day what they'll be getting this
year,
For two of them, Boston Red
Sox outfielder Bernie Carbo
and pitcher Bert Blyleven of
the Minnesota Twins, the
amount's not enough—at least
that's what they thought when
they entered arbitration. The
clubs won both those cases.
added 10.
For East, John Elliot paced
the attack with 14.
In the girls game, East
jumped out to a 7-0 lead and
never trailed.
At the end of the first period,
East led 9-4.
In the second quarter, East
scored three points while North
did not score and at in-
termission, East led 12-4.
North scored the first four
points of the second half to pull
within four but that was as close
as they could come. By the end
of the frame, East held a
commanding 19-8 lead.
Rose Ross led the scoring for
East with eight points while
Kim Johnson added seven.
For North, Stephanie Wyatt
and Shelia Lawrence both had
The tournament brings an end
to the basketball season for all
the county teams.
Boys
East 6 9 6 9-30
Southwest 11 6 8 13-38
East ( 30) — Cohoon 5, Elliot
14, Dedmon 1, McCuiston 4,
Cunningham 6, Parrish and
White.
Southwest (38) — Barrow 13,
Garland 7, Carraway 10, Adams
6 and Lassiter 2.
Girls
East 9 3 7 3-22
North 4 0 4 6-14
East (22) — Ross 8, Overbey
4, Johnson 7, Winchester, Miller
and Rudolph.
North i 14) — Lawrence 6,
Starks, Wyatt 6, Greene 2,
Ahart, Coursey and Edwards.
IN FOR TWO — Kim Johnson (521 of East Calloway drivesthrough the middle for a pair of points. The East girls took the
county title by whipping North Calloway 2244 Friday.
Ronald Babb, DDS
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These two new Tappan microwave ovens save
essential energy by reducing cooking times up to 75%.
And saving electricity means saving on your
electric bill. Tappan will save you hours of time; too,
by cooking complete family meals in seconds and
minutes But the first saving you'll notice is on the
price tag Both these models have a full-size oven
and a family-size cooking capacity lust as big as many
higher-priced units.
Steel & Allbritten Plumbing & Electric Co.
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BOYS CHAMPIONS - Southwest Elementary captured the boys title in the County ChampionshipFriday by taking a tough 38-30 win over East Calloway.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon 1
Bucks Take Another Step Back
With Loss To Chicago On Friday
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
The Milwaukee Bucks, who
forced the Boston Celtics to a
seventh game before losing the
National Basketball Association
championship last year, know
what they have to do.
"The fact that we are 8'2
games behind the Bulls does
not put us out of the playoffs,"
said Milwaukee Coach Larry
Costello. "We've still got nearly
10 games with members of our
Midwest Division, and if we
can't win those games then we
can only blame ourselves."
But the Bucks took another
step backwards Friday night,
losing to the Chicago Bulls 96-
85. It was the first time the
Bulls, Midwest Division lead-
ers, had toppled Milwaukee this
season after four losses.
"This means we should win
our division,- Chicago Coach
Dick Motta said. "I realize Mil-
waukee has to play rookies in
its back court, but they still
have the greatest player in the
game and can go to him any
time they want to, so they're
still a threat."
The Bucks went to their big
center, Kareem Abdul4abbar,
but he could only score 20
points against Chicago's Nate
Thurmond.
Reserve forward Rowland
Garrett scored nine points in
the final quarter and guard
Jerry Sloan made some key
plays to preserve Chicago's
sixth straight victory. It was
played before the largest crowd
ever to see the Bulls play at
home, 19,549.
Bob Love pumped in 29 points
io lead Chicago, while Gary
Brokaw matched Abdul-Jab-
bar's 20-point output for Mil-
waukee.
In other NBA games Friday,
New Orleans edged Phoenix 98-
96, Washington crushed Detroit
121-96, Buffalo stopped Portland
116-106, Houston clobbered
Philadelphia 103-85, Golden
State defeated Los Angeles 105-
93 and Seattle edged Atlanta
110-108.
In the only American Basket-
ball Association game on tap,
San Diego squeezed by Ken-
ucky 110-108.
Jazz 98, Suns 96
Center Mel Counts' two free
throws with six seconds left in
the game lifted New Orleans to
its victory.
Bullets 121, Pistons 96
Phil Chenier scored 30 points
to lead Washington.
Braves 116, Trail Blazers 106
A 35-point performance by
Bob McAdoo paced Buffalo's
W111.
Rockets 103, 76ers 85
Houston pulled within one-
half game of Cleveland in the
battle for second place in the
Central Division.
Warriors 105, Lakers 93
Rick Barry pumped in 25
points to lead Golden State past
the Lakers.
SuperSonics 110, Hawks 108
Fred Brown sank a reverse
lay-up with 1:29 remaining in
he game to give the Seattle Su-
perSonics a victory over At-
lanta.
Conquistadors 110, Colonels 108
Down by 31 points midway in
Ihe third period, the San Diego
Conquistadors stormed back to
nip Kentucky and capture their
fourth victory in a row.
Murray High Ends Losing Skid
By Edging Rough Riders 56-50
By Steve W. Givens
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
Behind junior forward Bob
Wilder's best effort of the
season, Murray High struggled
from a deadlock with less than
five minutes remaining to post a
12 point advantage only to see a
desperate Symsonia rally fall
short, 56-50, at the final buzzer
last night.
The Third District visitors
held a single point edge at two
quarter stops during the free-
wheeling contest but could not
overcome the 26 point outburst
by Wilder who topped all
scorers.
Coach Bobby Toon's Tigers
snapped a three game tailspin
and improved their seasonal
mark to 8-10 with two road
contests left on their schedule.
Meanwhile, the Rough Riders
Area Cage Scores
Metropolis 66 Paducah nighrnan 58
'frigg. County 79 ProvIdence Si
Reidland 98 Ballard Memorial 87
Carlisle County 63 Heath 52
Fulton City 76 Fancy Farm 75 overtime
Marshall County 88 Farmington 66
Fulton County 42 LYttlenden Caargy 74
Murray High 55 Synuorna 50
Mayfield 61 Hickman Count!, 56
Lowe,, 79 Sedalia 64
Si. Mary 121 Lyon County 61







By The Associated Press
-The more they score, the
more they want to score," Buf-
falo Coach Floyd Smith said of
his high-flying players.




Save it. Hot water takes about 15 cents of each
dollar you pay for electricity. Here are four ways to
save hot water and money.
BATHING: Step into the shower. Soak yourself.
Turn water off. Give yourself a soapy scrub. Rinse off.
Irou're-tiniFY dean with -a-b-oiit-hallfge water -Ora regu-
lar shower and about a fourth of the water of a bath.
FAUCETS: If they're leaking, repair promptly.
WASHING: Save the hot water for full loads of
underclothes and bedlinen. Almost everything else can
go in a warm or cold wash.
DISHES: Have the dishwasher fully loaded beforc
turning it on. You'll likely wash only once a day. Maybe
not even that often. • -- - - - - -
Fifteen cents on the dollar. That's hot water. Defi-
nitely worth saving.
West Kentucky Rural Eleciric
Cooperative Corporation
John Edd Walker, Mgr. 753-5012
Craig Ramsay scored, the more
the rest of the Sabres wanted
him to score.
And he did, three times. His
hat trick and an assist helped
the Sabres demolish Washing-
ton 9-4 Friday night.
In the two other National
Hockey League games, Van-
couver whipped the New York
Islanders 4-1 behind John
Gould's three-goal performance
and California surprised Boston
6-4. In the World Hockey Asso-
ciation, New England topped
Edmonton 4-2 and Indianapolis
beat Minnesota 5-2.
"You don't forget this sort of
thing. They don't come that of-
ten-once every four years,"
Ramsay said of his hat trick,
the first since his rookie sea-
son.
"I could've had more," he
added. "The guys were feeding
me the puck all night, it seems.
I've been in a little bit of a
slump but tonight everything
went just right."
Ramsay almost had a fourth
goal against Capitals' netmin-
der Ron Low late in the game.
"They kind of let me walk right
in on the goalie," he said. "I
thought I had him beat but he
cut the angle down on me and I
just missed the net." Gilbert
Perreault added two goals for
the Sabres.
Canucks 4, Islanders I
"Credit the first goal to Chris
Oddleifson, who got the draw.
and Paulin Bordeleau, who
passed to Mike Robitaille,"
Gould said after Vancouver's
triumph. "On the second one.
.he credit goes to Oddleifson
and Moose Dailey's great shot
from the point. On the third
one, Greg Roddy did all the
work in the corner."
Gould got his first goal in the
second period, nullifying Bob
Bourne's first-period goal for
-he Islanders. He got his sec-
ond-the winning one-and -the
insurance tally in the third pe-
riod.
Seals 6, Brains 4
Rookie Dave Hrechkosy
scored his 24th and 25th goals
of the year in California's upset
of Boston. Hrechkosy's first
goal came early in the second
period, putting the Seals ahead
3-2 and they never trailed •
again. Phil Esposito scored his
53rd goal and teammate Bobby
Orr nsac1ded, his 35th for theil
Whalers 4, Oilers 2
Wayne Carleton scored twice
in the third period to lead the
Whalers past Edmonton. New
England took a 2-1 lead into the
final period; Carleton widened
it with his 24th goal of the year
at 6:42, Tirn Sheehy narrowed
the gap at 15:54 but Carleton
clinched it with an empty-net
 goal with five seconds to play.
fell to 8-12 in their final game of
the season.
Murray jumped to a 7-2 ad-
vantage after an opening three
point play by Wilder, a driving
lay-up by sophomore Lindsey
Hudspeth, and another jumper
by Wilder with 5:23 showing.
Symsonia scrapped back to
within one at 9-8 and then took
the advantage for the first time
in the contest on a pair of free
throws by 5-10 guard Keith
Allred just seconds prior to the
end of the first canto.
A pair of baskets by Wilder
from both sides of the lane gave
the Tigers breathing room with
609 showing, but a moment
later senior center Phil Miller
fouled Rough Rider Tim Allred
on a lay-up attempt which fell
through the net. MHS called
time, but when play resumed
Allred sank the free throw and
deadlocked the contest at 16-all.
Murray sacked six con-
secutive points before SHS
tallied again on a pair of free
throws and had its margin cut to
24-20 when Allred hit a pair of
shots from the line with 1:07 left
in the first hall.
Donnie Williams canned his
only basket of the night on the
next Tiger trip downcourt, but it
was a big one as it boosted the
MHS advantage out of the
visitors' reach for the time
being.
• A pair of three throws by
James Whittemore with 26
seconds left cut the Symsonia
deficit to four, but junior for-
ward David Frank stole the
Rough Riders' next inbound
pass and sank a short jumper to
provide the Tigers with a 28-22
LEAN ON 1F. - ayne Dedmon (331 of East Calloway and
Kelly White (12 of Southwest battle for a rebound. Watching is
Randy Adams 1211 of Southwest. Southwest won the contest, 38-30
for the county title.
halftime edge.
MHS went ice cold from the
field throughout the opening
stages of the third canto while
the visitors tallied six con-
secutive markers before
Hudspeth, the second highest
Tiger scorer, slapped a rebound
through with 2:49 left after SHS
had moved within a basket, 30-
28. Symsonia closed the gap
when 5-8 guard Mark McManus
hit two free shots, but Wilder
bulled inside and fired a lane
jumper with 1:44 to make it 34-
30.
The Rough Riders had an
opportunity to move closer
when a technical foul was called
on the Tiger bench just 12
seconds later. But Allred
missed the free throw and MHS
regained the ball only to lose It
out of bounds on a costly tur-
nover under the Tiger basket.
Allred canned three points in
the final 45 seconds of-the canto
while 6-3 senior SHS center
Ricky Holland bagged a tip-in to
give the Rough Riders a 35-34
_edge going into the final eight
minutes.
MHS regained the lead on a 10
footer by Hudspeth with 6:47 to
go and the two clubs swapped
baskets enroute to deadlocks at
39-all and 41-all before
sophomore Raymond Sims
canned a lane jumper to boost
the Tigers into a lead they
would never lose.
Hudspeth Upped a loose ball
through with 3:37 remaining to
provide a 45-41 edge and then
stole the ball seconds later for
another lay-up on a play which
knocked the wind from the
Symsonia offensive attack.
The Rough Riders failed to
score again until 1-07 to go when
guard Kenneth Crooks bagged a
free throw with MHS ahead 51-
41 in the Tigers' widest spread
of the contest.
The visitors were not through,
however, as they outpointed the
hosts eight-two in the final
minute of play to cut the Tiger
lead to 56-50 at the closing horn.
Holland contributed a bucket in
that rally while McManus
pumped in two along with
Whittemore as SHS stole two
Murray passes in the last 10
seconds.
MHS travels to Farmington
next Tuesday night in a contest
originally scheduled as a home
event, but which was changed
at the request of Wildcat of-
ficials who wanted to play the
two teams' first game in the
-Tiger gymnasium last !mirth.
Murray 9 19 6 22-56
Symsonia 10 12. 13 15-50
Murray High (SO - Wilder
26, Hudspeth 10, Frank 8, M.
Williams 6, Sims 4, D. Williams
2, Miller 0.
Symsonia 501 - Holland 16,
T. Allred 15, K. Allred 6, M.
McManus 4, Mark. McManus 4,





Bacon, ham or sausage
toast
Biscuits & gravy or
University Inn
309 N. 16th 7534421




(Plus Freight and Sales Tax)
SPECIFICATIONS: Color: Galvanized, 40 Ft. Wide X 75
Wall, 1 End Wall with 20X13 Double Slide Doom,
3600 SQUARE FEET 
5452"
Ft. long, 1 Solid End
SPECIFICATIONS: Color: Galvanized, 48 FL Wide X 75 Ft.
24 X 13 Double Slide Doors, 1 Solid End Wall.
PLUS!
6153"
Long, 1 End Wall with
WE WILL FURNISH FREE OF CHARGE THE NECESSARY CONCRETE TO
POUR "CURTAIN WALL" TYPE FOUNDATION.
(This Offer Good Through March 31,1975)
C & S FARM STRUCTURES
ClintotiKenfitay Phone 502-653-4102
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Nixon Scheduled To Make First
Social Appearance Since Resigning
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. ( API
— One day after tow- of his for-
mer aides were sentenced to
jail in the Watergate case,
Richard M. Nixon is scheduled
to make his first social appear-
ance since resigning the presi-
dency.
Nixon is to attend a party
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6.00
MSU-TV (Channal 11) Program Schadula
For February 24 - 28
Monday Tuesday Wednesday
Feb. 24 Feb. 25 Feb. 26
U.S. Dept. of U.S. Oept. U.S. Dept.
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1. Clell Peterson and Birds of Western Kentucky
2. MSU Artist
3. Speech as our most important means of communication
4. VancY watkina. discusses the "right to read.,
I. Representatives from the College of Industry C. Technology
2. Book Review
3. Willard Ails discusses thedrug/church program
4. Juanita Lynn with flower arranging
1. History in Perspective
2. MSU Economist
3. Billie Downing and the exceptional child
1. MSU Political Scientist
2. John Ferguson discusses "Medieval Spain"
3. The Rev. Thomas Wright, pastor, First Christian Church
Mayfield discusses diversity of the modern preacher.
1. Margaret Trevathan and Library Corner
2. The Rev. Jerrel White, mernorial Baptist Church, Murray
3. Don Henry and Ed Christman report on the Boy Scout
fund drive
wife, Pat. It will be at the se-
cluded and guarded desert es-
tate of Walter Annenberg, for-
mer U.S. ambassador to Great
Britain and longtime Nixon
friend.
There was no public com-
ment from the former president
about the sentencing on Friday
of the four former aides. A tele-
phone operator at his seaside
villa in San Clemente said no
statement was planned.
Top Nixon aides John N. Mit-
chell, H.R. Haldeman and John
D. Ehrlichman were given 25,2-
to 8-year sentences for the Wa-
tergate cover-up conspiracy.
Robert C. Mardian, former as-
sistant attorney general, re-
ceived a 10-month to 3-year
sentence.
Nixon, who is 62, had been
subpoenaed by Ehrlichman and
Special Prosecutor Leon Ja-
worski to testify in the cover-up
trial.
However, Nixon's doctors
said the former chief executive
was too ill to travel because of
the phlebitis that led to surgery
and an extended hospital stay.
Three court-appointed doctors
examined Nixon and concluded
late last November that he was
not "presently able to travel to
Washington D.C. to testify" and
he was later excused from tes-
&Yin&
Nixon's testimony was also
sought by the other three de-
fendants sentenced Friday.
Haldeman's defense attorney,
John J. Wilson, noted the par-
don from Watergate prose-
cution granted Nixon by Presi-
dent Ford and said "whatever
Bob Haldeman did, so did Rich-
ard Nixon."
"This is not to say that Nixon
has not suffered agony and
punishment of a kind," Wilson
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NO„ SHE /5 A
DIVING CHAAAPION.,
BUT I BELIEVE SHE









e0ME SURPRI5E5 ARE `\8ETTER THAN OTHERS'
SPENT' Ti-URTV•PiVE
DOU_ARS FOR A NEW
PAIR OP SHOES AND
A mATO-IING PurZSE
AT LEAST Nov,/ SHE
GAVE ME A REASON
FOR NOT BEING ABLE
TO SLEEP
I CAN'T READ THE LABEL --
IT'S GOING AROUND TOO FAST
FMAnAn
was notttoppled from the high-
est office in the land, he was
toppled from the tiighest office
he had achieved."
He added that the former
president's White House chief
of staff faced "he possibility of
suffering far more than Rich-
ard Nixon will ever suffer."
The Nixons have been vaca-
uorung at the Annenberg estate
since Wednesday.
Among those expected to at-
tend tonight's party are former
California Gov. Ronald Reagan
and his wife; entertainers
Frank Sinatra and Bob Hope;
Leonard Firestone, U.S. am-
bassador la Belgium and long-
time Nixon fund-raiser; and
John Swearingen, chairman of
the board of Standard Oil Co. of
Indiana.
Nixon traveled by car to the
Annenberg estate, about 150
miles east of San Clemente. It
was his first long trip since un-
dergoing emergency surgery on
Oct. 29 for blood-clotting in his
left leg.
Nixon last went to the estate
Sept. 8, a few hours before
President Ford granted him a
full pardon for any Watergate
offenses he might have com-
mitted while in the White
House.
During that stay, Nixon suf-
fered a flare-up of his phlebitis,
which ultimately led to two
stays in the hospital and the
surgery. He was released Nov.
14 and has since been recuper-
ating.
PROCLAMATION SIGNED—Mayor John Scott has proclaimed February as "Geriatric Month"in Murray. In signing the proclamation, Scott urged the citizens of the community to give fullsupport to the effort to improve the lives of senior citizens. lane Wagar represented the TeensWho Care organization, which is carrying on the education and service projects.
Army Hoping To Complete
Kill At Campbell-1n Few Days
FT. CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— Facing unfavorable weather
and the opposition of two ani-
mal rights groups, the Army
still hopes to send millions of
blackbirds to their final roost-
ing place within a few days.
Weight Watchers Director
To Address Open Meeting Here
Kentucky Colonels basket-
ball.. policing business prac-
tices...weight reduction.
These totally different ac-
tivities give an indication of the
wide range of interests of Kay
Morrissey, area director of
Weight Watchers in Kentucky
and Southern Indiana.
She will be in Murray, to
address an open meeting free to
the public on Monday, March 3
at 6:30 p.m. The meeting will be
held at the First Methodist
Church.
Besides being Weight Wat-
chers area director for seven
years, Mrs. Morrissey is a
member of the all-female board
of directors of the Kentucky
Colonels of the professional
American Basketball
Association. This is her second
year in that capacity. This past
summer she was named to the
board of directors of the Better
Business Bureau of Greater
Louisville.
"Weight reduction is my
vocation but the Colonels and
the B.B.B. are my avocation,"
she explained. "Ellie Brown
and the Colonels' management
predicted a banner year and
we're having it.
Mrs. Morrissey added: "Just
to show what my husband, Jim,
and I think of the ball club, we
have had two 'Weight Watchers
Nights with the Colonels' this
season. The Colonels came
through by beating both the
New York Nets and the Indiana
Pacers."
As for her Better Business
Bureau affiliation, she had this
to say: "I am very proud to
have been selected to work with
this fine organization. When I
was asked to serve on the ad-
vertising committee, I jumped
at the chance because I am
vitally concerned with the
entire field of truth in ad-
vertising. Hopefully, through
the B.B.B. efforts more,
protection will be given MP--
sumers. In these times of severe
inflation, the consumers need al-
much help as possible."
In the seven years since the
Morrisseys opened their first
class in Louisville, Weight
Watchers has grown to 150
classes throughout Kentucky
and Southern Indiana.
"Some 79 million Americans
suffer from being overweight,"
Mrs. Morrissey commented,
"Obesity is now considered the
No. 1 killer since it contributes
to so many fatal medical
complications. Literally
thousands of women, men and
youth have joined our program
in Kentucky and Southern In-
diana. The need for the Weight
Watchers Program is indicated
by the fact there are classes In
each of the 50 states and in 14
foreign countries." She added:
"The purpose of our free
open-house meeting is for me to
meet our members, get
acquainted and let others who
might be interested know what
Weight Watchers is all about."
RECYCLING IN INDIA
NEW DELHI, India (AP) —
A total of $100,000 was raised
by recycling between 6,000 and
7,000, empty CARE cooking oil
tins and flour bags, at 5 and 10
cents respectively. The money
is being used to help support
CARE food and nutrition educa-
tion projects in India, where






















































































































Kentucky and northwest Ten-
nessee are forecast to remain
too warm for an effective kill
of the birds, which are to the of
exposure after Army spraying
strips oils from their feathers.
Meantime, the Humane
Society of the United States and
the Society for Animal Rights,
Inc. were asking a U. S. Dis-
trict Court in Washington to en-
join the Army from further
spraying.
The groups also sent a tele-
gram to U. S. Atty. Gen. Ed-
ward Levi demanding a halt to
extermination of the birds in
southwestern Kentucky and
northwest Tennessee.
-Spraying has proved to be
totally inhumane and in-
effective," the groups said in
the telegram to Levi and Ken-
tucky officials.
Carcasses of an estimated
500,000 birds killed in spraying
Wednesday will be left to de-
compose, the Army said Fri-
day.
Bruce Terris, Washington at-
torney for the environmental
groups, said the Army's failure
to collect carcasses is one
ground for a new injunction
against the extermination.
Other grounds for the in-
junction, he said, were:
—A simple telephone survey
of scientists rather than a full
impartial review of the proj-




By Dr. Ball Is
Included In Study
—There was no representa-
tive of the U. S. Fish and Wild-
life Service at the spraying.
The Army had said in an en-
vrionmental impact statement
last month it would collect bird
carcasses if they numbered
more than one million — or
some 500,000 more than were
killed.
A Fish and Wildlife Service
spokesman in Washington said
the agency was not obligated to
send a representatives and that
the Army had fulfullied its obli-
gation.
The extended weather outlook
for the area calls for tempera-
tures to drop into the 300 early
next week. Army officials say
the spraying must be com-
pleted within a few weeks, be-





FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --
Raids in five Kentucky cities
Friday netted State Police a
quantity of drugs with a street
value of $20,400 and resulted in
the arrest of 16 adults and one
juvenile.
The raids, conducted Monday
through Thursday, were made
in Murray, Paducah, Bowling
Green, Owensboro, and at Oak
Grove, Christian County.
Capt. Edwin Miller, a mem-
ber of the State Police Narcot-
ics Unit, said the drugs includ-
ed 45 pounds of marijuana, 3,-
000 capsules of PCP, an animal
tranquilizer, and 3,000 capsules
of amphetamine.
Wales and Monmouthshire in
western Britain has an area of
8,016 square miles and an esti-
mated population of more than
2,733,830.
Dr. Bertrand Ball, associate
professor of French at Murray
State University, has just
learned that his article on
Malraux, one of the world's
greatest living writers, has
been included in the selective
bibliography of a definitive
study, Andre Malraux and the-
Metamorphosis of Death by.
Thomas Jefferson Kline,
published by Columbia
University Press in 1973.
Dr. Ball's article, "Nature,
Symbol of Death in La Vole
royale," was originally
published in February 1962 in
The French Review. The article
deals with a novel by Malraux
in which the jungle of Cambodia
becomes the spiritual symbol of
death in the eyes of the two
adventurers who are risking
their life to extricate ancient
works of art from the tropical
forest.
Dr. Ball, who has been
teaching at Murray State
University for six years, is the
author of a number of articles
on French literature and a







All display ads, classified
display and regular
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p.m, the day before
tion.
Notice-
Appraximately 12,000 sq. ft. if
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp..
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DON'T KNOW where to turn?
Try NEEDLINE. Dial NEED
753-6333.
LYNNVILLE SHOE Store has
received a large shipment of
spring shoes. We have the
buffalo sandle in red, black,
silver, and gold. We also have
the beat-trap sandle. These are
as low as $9.99.
4 In Memory
IN LOVING memory of our
dear father, Danny Walker,
that passed away February 23,
1968.
It has been seven long years
since you, dear father, left us
to join our dear Mother in
another place that is so much
better, and some sweet day we
will all be together thinking of
you and missing you as
always.
Sadly missed by his children.
5. Lost And Found
LOST - LONG hair tortoise
shell cat, three miles south on
121 Reward. Call 753-4116.
LOT - MEDIUM size female




Apply in person at Carroll
Volkswagen.
NEED FULL time sales clerk
753-8844 or 753-8845.
NEEDED-SOMEONE to sell
SMALL FARM tractor with sixWatkins Products. Call 753-
foot hydraulic blade, good5550.
condition. $350 or trade for
small car. 436-5548.Wanted Dealer-Dint, for
TVI. Auto combustion im-
provement product Fully
warranted and patented -
Write Cadon Corp. 6866
Stonington Rd. Cin't, Ohio
45230- (513)232-4042
12. Insurance
BURIAL INSURANCE up tc
$2,000. Health, no problem
Golan C. Hays, 753-1976.




14. Want To Buy
COINS--GOLD, silver, copper.
Top prices. Buy or sell. Will
sell silver dollars 5 for 625. 753-
9232.
WANT TO buy baby swing. Call
753-3258.
PULL CART for 8 H. P. lawn
tractor. Hitch 12" off ground.
Call 753-8036.
WANTED - GOOD fairly used
piano in good condition, for
The Baptist Student Center.
753-5771
t)LB JUNKED pump organs or
parts-spinets or grand pianos
W. Lucian Smith. Call 901-642-
1257. Route 1, Box 40, Man-
sfield, Tennessee 38236.
SMALL MALE Beagle puppY
Tyner Noel, 489-2510.
15 Articles For Sale
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue
Lustre for cleaning carpets?
It's super! Rent electric
shampooer $1. big K, Belaire
Shopping Center.
1947 FORD FERGUSON, good
tires, good condition. Call 492-
8626.
20. Sports Equipment
30-30 MARLIN with scope, Call
435-4594.
EVINRUDE 9sa H. P. motor,
Paris boat trailer. Both
practically new. Call 753-1556.
14 ft. RICIILINE BOAT and 25
H. P. motor, trolling motor,
Lawrence Lo-K-Tar. 753-6587.
607 Olive St.
HOUSE BOATS in stock for
immediate delivery. Save $$$
on present prices. Happy
Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores. Phone 436-
5483.
WIDE SELECTION of family
fishing boats. Equipped and
ready to go. Substantial
discounts in effect now. Happy
Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores. Phone 436-
5483.
14' MIROCRAFT BOAT, 1966 20
H. P. Evinrude motor and
trailer. Phone 474-8851.
22. Musical
OLD PUMP organs, player
pianos, Swiss music boxes,
most any old instruments. Will
buy or trade-in on new
Baldwin Pianos or organs.
Lonardo Piano Company,




new, originally $500. Must sell,
cheap. Call 753-4796.
PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, .prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 753-8911.
Joe Todd Motor Sales
507 South 12th
Clean Used Cars and Trucks








Good Mon. Too Wod
Fob 24, 25 8 26
16. Home Furnishings
REFRIGERATOR-FRF.E7FR,
maple bedroom suite, three
maple tables, roll-away 3.4
bed, 22 C Marlin automatic
rifle with scope. 753-1414 9 a.
m.-5 p. m.
40" G. E. stove, white, three
years old. Dresser, and rug,
( 15 x 15) Call 753-9661.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can still
have your old Kirby rebuilt fbr
$26. Trade-ins on new Kirbys
are worth up to 680. Come in
and see us soon. Kirby Sales &
Services, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.
19. Farm Equipment
2010 JOHN DEERE tractor,
plow and disc. Call 753-8555.
TWO 18.4 a 38 tractor tires with
tubes on 16" rims. One scatter
blanket, like new. Call 492-8377
after 5 p. m.
24. Miscellaneous
FIREWOOD, $10 per rick,
delivered. 753-0271.
HAIR DRYER, Call 474-8831.
THIS SPOT that spot, traffic
paths too, removed with Blue
Lustre carpet shampoo.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift Shop."
END LOADER for 801 Ford
tractor. $400. Call 753-7219.
460 FARMALL with three 14"
plows. Excellent condition.
753-8480 after 6 p. m.
TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lum-
ber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
GRAIN FED, beef, ready for
freezer. Call 753-7575 or 753-
9669.
ANTIQUE HALL tree with
beveled mirror, $225. Also 12 x
Sal enclosed trailer. $200. 753-
8569 after 3 p. m.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES, one-
third off factory to you. Made
any size for antique beds, for
home, camper. Free estimates
'on rebuilding old mattresses.
West Kentucky Mattress, 1136
South 3rd, Paducah, Ky. 443-
7323.
EAST SIDE Small Engines,
Highway 91 East. 753-9437.
Garden tiller sale-now til
March 1st. We are temporarily
sold out of the 5 H. P. tillers.
Still 3,2 H. P. tillers available
at the same $184.95. Also 22"
air cap push mowers - 689.95.
Both with 12 month warrenty.
also 3- and 4 H. P. Briggs
Stratton tiller engine, 25 per
cent off.
TOASTMASTER OVEN broiler,
continuous clean, like new.
Cali 753-5490 after 2 p. m.Poplar Bluff Treating Co., 
Highway 60 West, 314-996-2555 --s. PINE Pons. Also green
or 314-785-0700. firewood, 18" to 22". $8.00 per
rick. 436-2149.
WILL TRADE G. E. portable
stereo set for 26" boy's bicycle
in good condition. 436-2289.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
$12.50 per rick, delivered. Call
436-2315.
TWO-THIRDS of grain fed
steer, will butcher March 6. 35
H. P. Mercury motor, boat,
trailer. Cedar fence post. See
01 Cu,toiii-Buill PoitaLic
Buildings Company, Hicks
Cemetery Road, one mile
south of Cherry Corners.
ANTENNA FOR color TV and
rotary, practically new. Phone
753-5722.
12 x 60 RENO mobile home for
sale, air-conditioner, all
electric. Also Farmall cub
tractor. Call 435-4392.
26. TV Radio
RCA 21" color TV, console with
radio and record player.
Excellent condition. Call 436-
2289.
27. Mobile Home Sales
LATE MODEL 12 x 60, two
bedroom, two bath mobile
home with central heating and
air. Located near Kentucky
lake on 100 x 198 lot, on con-
crete slab. Water, electricity,
and sewerage connected.
Skirted, has redwood porch,
furnished and ready to move
in. If your credit is good,
owner will finance at simple 8
per cent interest with $500
down and $95 per month. Total
price of only $10200 for all of
the above. Telephone 436-2473
or 436-5320.
" 1c369 "THAT wA6 A VERY Goop YEAR
_ FQE._ ME TOO, n
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer, on two
acre lot, $75. Call 753-9457.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APARTMENT
for rent. Near MSU.
Reasonably priced. Call 753-
6564.
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
couples only. No children, no
pets. Call 7534041
DUPLEX, LOCATED on
Duiguid Drive, two bedroom
unfurnished, stove, dish-
washer, patio, washer and
dryer hook-up. 753-1262 or 753-
7154




MURRAY MANOR - all new,
all electric, unfurnished one
and apartment:.
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
EXTRA NICE Wei- room
apartment. Stove,
refrigerator, heat, water, air-
conditioner furnished. See at
602 Poplar.
34. Houses For Rent
TO RIGHT COUPLE: no pets.
two bedroom modern home,
newly redecorated, electric
heat, city water, four miles
east on 94. Call 753-9409.
TWO BEDROOM frame
house, no pets. 1405 Vine. 753-
5898 for appointment.
Available March 1. Small
deposit required.




house with two baths




fresh, some springers. 436-2139
evenings.
-FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates -Mobile Home Parks.
Spaces and buttes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
accomodations, exclusive
residential, area. South 16th
Street. Phrine 753-3855.
LATE 12 x 00 mobile home with
two bedrooms and 1kt baths.
Also two air-conditioners, and
storage shed. 753-8399.
12 x 65 MOBILE HOME, 1974
model, two bedroom. Call 437-
4292 or after 5 p. m. 437-4726.
DOUBLE WIDE mobile home,
reduced to sale. Call 437-4552,
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central
conditioning and heating,
$3000 or best offer. See at No:
31 Grogan Mobile Hornet
(Highway 94)
REGISTERED, YOUNG polled
Hereford bulls, service age,
excellent blood lines. 753-0669
after 6 p. m.
38. Pets - Supplies
AKC REGISTERED Labrador
Retriever pup, male. Call 753-
7186 after 4:36 p.
ONLY A few Parakeet BirdS
left. Selling for 61.50 and $2.00
each. 1105 Vine Street. 753-
5016. -
TWO LOVABLE Peek-A-Poo
dogs. Very good with children.
One black and Ofif&White,..C.all
492-0622,
PARADISE KENNELS.
Boarding and grooming. Pick




AKC registered Irish Setter
puppies. Great gift for
children. 665. Call 435-4589
after 5 p. m.
TOY POODLES puppies, Silver
AKC Registered, one male one
female. Call 435;4387.
43. Real Estate
FOR YOU who need a nice
home but must watch the
budget, we have a choice three
bedroom home with a fenced
backyard near groceries,
shopping, and schools. Call
753-3263, Wilson Real Estate,
202 South 4th Street.
ROBERTS REALTY located on
South 12th 'at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to 'serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience: ,Call 753-
1651 or come by our office. We
lute to talk REAL ESTATE.
DUPLEX FOR SALE - car-
peted, central heat and air,
ut.i.ity room. Two bedrooms in
each apartment. In Westwood
Subdivision. Call 753-5449.
GREAT BUSINESS location
with Highway frontages on 94
and 280 plus a good two
bedroom frame home with
garage; only $21,500. Moffitt
Realty, 304 Main, 753-3597.
1111 CIRCARAMA DRIVE -
three bedroom, one bath, brick
veneer, electric heat, dish-
washer, range, exhaust fan,
draperies, one car garage.
paved driveway, nicely land-
scaped lot, 100 x 150. Near Bel
Air Shopping Center. $27,500.
Hazel, Kentucky - 301 Gilbert
Street. Four bedroom, one
bath, frame house on lot 85 x
440, suitable for trailer court.
Investigate today. Only $9500.
809 Waldrop Street - neet two
bedroom, brick veneer house.
Carport, patio, electric heat,
shag carpeting, clean as a pin,
on well landscaped lot near
Murray State University. Only
$22,000.
Two nice residential lots, one
130 x 191, $2,800. One 115 x 135,
$2,600.
Telephone Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 105 North 12th Street,
753-8083.
FIVE ACRE tracts in restricted
development only minutes
from Kentucky Lake. Located
on blacktop road just north of
Hamlin, Ky. Electric and
phone are at the property.
Financing available. I,ow
down payment. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505 Main
Street, Murray, Ky. (5021 753-
0101 or 753-7531.
WANT TO BUY-Farm in
Calloway County. Cattle or
row crop. 753-2211. Tripp
Williams Real Estate.
43. Real Estate
i'HE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to.you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time2Give us a call or
drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-7724,
44. Lots For Sale
LOT -KENTUCKY Lake, nine
miles out. Ready for trailer
set-up. $1,875. Call 753-4481.
60 x 100 Kentucky Lake lot,
ready for set up of trailer, nine
miles out, hold note five years.
Payments $38.50 month. Call
753-4481.
FOR RENT-Private lot on
Roberts Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30
per month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after 2
p.m. or 753-4655.
9. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1965 CHEVROLET IMPALA
four door. Great tran-
sportation. $250. Phone 753-
0423 evenings.
45 Farms For Sale
THREE ACRES, six miles out
94 West with like new com-
pletely carpeted. Three
bedroom brick home with den,
built-in kitchen with dish-
washer and eating area, large
utility room, dining room, and
very large living room with
fireplace. Central heat and
air. Must see to appreciate.
435-4478 or 753-2504 for ap-
pointment.
6. Homes For Sale
NICE TWO bedroom house at
1416 Vine, ideal for young
couple or elderly couple. 753-
9761.
THREE BEDROOM brick, two
bath, on acre lot, Highway 121.
Priced $23,000. Call 489-2399.
NEW CONCORD - Beautiful
view for miles around from
this lovely four bedroom, P-7
story home on small acreage
with two garages and other
outbuildings. Priced in mid-
20's. Moffitt Realty, 304 Main,
753-3597.
SAVE. OWNER must sell. Will
deal on new three bedroom,
two baths, den, in Sherwood
Forest. Call Paducah collect,
443-2189 after 5 p. m.
FOR SALE or rent - Three
bedroom brick, kitchen-family
room, raised patio, large lot.
753-7333 before 5 p. m.
8
BY OWNER - Three bedroom,
two bath, 1,-a year old brick.
Owner transferred. $40,500.
Please call 753-9901
THREE BEDROOM brick, two
baths, sun deck, central heat
and air, gas, double garage,
newly redecorated. Located at
1709 Audabon, Keenland
Subdivision. Call for ap-
pointment. 753-1262 or 753-7154
For Sale
By Owner
New house, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, located in city, includes
den, utility room, full garage,
carpeted, central heat IL ok, oll
built.ins. Listing just ran oat.
Owner has reduced asking price
to $28,500. Call day•753-
0550, night.753-11261.
47. Motorcycles
TWO SL 70. One CL 70. $3P0
for all. 753-3724 after 5 p. m.
HONDA 100 SL dirt bike. $125 or
trade for scuba gear. Call 767-
2756.
48 Automotive Service
FOUR ET mags, black centers
fit Chevy. Call 753-7654
Now Is Spring
Cleaning Time
We can professionally steam clean your carpet.
For Information or Free Estimates
Coll 753-0359 - 24 hours a day
1963 FORD FAIRLANE 500,
four door, good condition. 1971
Volkswagen Super Beetle. Call
753-1497 7 a. m.-2:30 p. m. or
9:30 p. m. -7a. m.
1964 INTERNATIONAL
TRAVEL-ALL, four wheel
drive. Good condition. $400.
Call 753-0703 after 5 p. m.
1968 V-8 STRAIGHT shift Chevy
pickup with air, in good
condition and good tires. See
Gene Rogers. 435-4138.
1969 PONTIAC. 1970 Plymouth
Satellite. 1971 Plymouth




Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
Box 213 Murray or call 1-33'..!-
2468, Farmington.
• LICENSED ELECTRICIAN-
Prompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
CONTACT SCHOLAR Brothers
for all your bulldozing,
bacichoe work, or trucking
needs. Phone Aurora, 354-8138
or 354-8161 after 7 p.m.
BUSHHOGGING PLOWING
landscaping, gravel auling.
Myrtle Brenneman. Call 436-
NEED FIREWOOD or trees
cut? Call 753-6556.
GUTTERING - SEARS all
1968 FORD V-8 2,4 ton pickup, aluminum seamless gutters
good shape, big tires, heater, with baked on white or colored
radio. $875. Call 436-5548. enamel. Call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free estimate.
1967 FORD two door hardtop,
small 289 motor, good gas
mileage, straight shift, low
mileage. $450 or best offer.
Would accept trade-in. Call
753-694a.
1957 CHEVROLET station




blue, power steering, power
brakes, automatic V-8, heavy
duty, $2750 or best o(fer'Call
436-2415.
1964 BUICK SPECIAL, good
shape. Must sell. 753-7792 after
4.30.
1970 CAPRICE, low mileage,
one owner, power, air, and
more. $1300. Call 753-9740.
1965 CHEVROLET Malibu,




automatic, V-8. Cheap. Call
753-3172.
1965 PLYMOUTH VALIENT,
excellent condition. Call 435-
4492.
TWO 1967 Datsuns. Four door.
$150 for both cars. 489-2595.
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup ,




22' AVENGER Travel Trailer,
sleeps seven, bath with
shower, completely self
contained, pressurized water
system. Phone 753-4494 after 5
p. m.
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coach-
man, Trail Star, Fold down,
unique, Good used trailers, 2




WILL DO general , house
cleaning. Call 753-6666.
SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
753-7370 after 8 p. in.
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
Spring. Fix mowers, roto-
tillers and small engines. 436-
5525.
Ruches Jewelry






PAINTING OR paper hanging.
Commercial or residential.
Free estimates. Call 753-7915.
CARPENTRY WORK.
Remodeling, room additions,




Custom Built Furniture, six
miles south of Murray on
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy,
Owner (502) 492-8837.
JOHN HUTCIENS' Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
shop t old ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,
formica work, finish car-
pentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
EXPERIENCED PAINTER
will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 435-
4480.
EXPERIENCED ELEC-
TRICIAN needs work. All
types Wiring, also main-
tenance and repair. All work
guaranteed. Call night or day
".39-1133.
WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning service. 12
years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.
WILL REPAIR gulls, or old
clocks. All work guaranteed.
Call 492-8869.
OOES YOUR house need
repair/ Call 436-2516,
WILL DO general house
cleaning. Call 753-6666 or 753-
2632.
53. Feed And Seed
TIMOTHY HAY for sale. Call
753-1988.




If you plan on doing any of these and a bathroom is













Bob Forrest, 78, Mayfield Rt.
1, died at two p. rtl. Thursday at
Westview Nursing Home ir
Murray.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Virgie Forrest of
Mayfield, and a niece, Miss.
Oleta Forrest, also of Mayfield.
Funeral services will be held
today at two p. m. at Byrn
Funeral Chapel, Mayfield, with
Rev. Otis Shultz officiating.
Burial will be in Old Salem
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Young Son Dies At
Florida Hospital
Word has been received of the
leath of Richard Sidney
SteKenzie, Jr., twenty-three
months old son of it. and Mrs.
Richard S. McKenzie, Sr., of 70
Cardinal Village Apartments,
Jacksonville, N. C. 28540.
The young boy died February
13 after a short illness. Funeral
and burial services were held
February 18 in Panama City,
Fla.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene A. McKenzie, Sr.,
6260 Rose Terrace. Plantation,
Fla., and Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Henderson of Panama City,
Fla. The grandmother, Mrs.
McKenzie, Sr., is the former
Kathryn Elog.gess of Murray.
Services Are Today
For Mrs Darnall
Mrs. Bessie Darnall, 82, 120-B
Walnut Court, Benton, died at
10:13 p.m. Thursday at Benton
Municipal Hospital.
Funeral services will be held
today at two p. m. at Collier
Funeral Chapel, Benton, with
John Hicks and Kenneth Hoover
officiating. Burial will be in
Darnall Cemetery with grand-
sons serving as pallbearers.
Mrs. Darnall was a member
of Benton Church of Christ.
She is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Doris Johnson
of Benton. Rt. 3 and Mrs.
Dorothy Atkins of Hardin; two
sons, Howard Darnall of Taylor,
Mich., and H. B. Darnall of
Murray Rt. 2; a brother, Elmer
Darnall of Benton Rt. 6; a
sister, Mrs. Myrtle Bolen of
Murray; 22 grandchildren, 17
great-grandchildren and one
great-great-grandchild.





Church will observe lloIy
Communion at the 10:45 a. m.
worship services on Sunday,
February 23. Church School will
be at 930 a. m.
"The Threat Of A Living
God" will be the subject of the
sermon by the Pastor, Rev.
Charles Moffett, with his
scripture from Jeremiah 10:1-10
and Hebrews 10:19-31,
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Carl Mowery with Cindy
Hartwell as organist, will sing
the anthem, "Jesus Priceless
Treasurer."
Confirmation class will meet
at 5;30 p. m. and the Growth
Group at seven p. rn,. at the




















Rev. R. J. lturpoe, pastor of
the Grace Baptist Church,
South Ninth Street, Murray, will
speak at the 10...45 a. in. and
seven p in. worship services at
the church on Sunday,
February 23.
The Adult Choir will sing
"Ten Thousand Years" at the
morning service. Leland Peeler
is music director with Dwane
Jones as organist and Mrs.
Keith Downey as pianist.
At the evening service the
Youth Choir will sing "1 Have
Confidence." A song service is






associate minister of the First
United Methodist Church, will
be the speaker at the 845 and
10:50 a. in. services on Sunday,'
February 23, at the church.
His subject will be "The
Great Giveaway" with his
scripture from Matthew 26:14-
30.
Mrs. James Diuguid will sing
a solo, "I Was The Tree," at
both of the morning services.
At the 10:50 service the
Chancel Choir, directed by Paul
Shahan with Mrs. Joe Prince at
the organ, will sing the anthem,
"Fear Not For I Am With Thee"
with solo part by Mrs. Diuguid.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
The Young Adult Class will be
in the charge of the Lenten
worship service at seven p. m.
Sunday. A social hour will
follow in the social hall.
The Youth Council will meet
at 4:30 a. m. Sunday followed by
supper at 5:30 p. m. The Junior
High UMYF will meet at 5:45 p.
m. and the Senior High UMYF
will meet at eight p. m. for a
costume party at the home of




Rev. Richard E. Walker,
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, will speak at both the
10:45 a.m, and seven p.m.
services on Sunday, February
23.
Dr. Kenneth Winters, deacon
of the week, along with G. T.
Moody, minister of education,
and Edward T. Walsh, minister
of youth, Will assist in the
morning services.
The Adult Choir, directed by
W. Rudolph Howard, minister
of music, with Mrs. John
Bowker as organist and Mrs. J.
D. Rayburn as pianist, will
present special music at the
morning service.
Also at the morning service a
solo will be sung by Jack Crook.
The Sing and Tell Group will
present special music at the
evening services.
Sunday School will be held at
9:30 a.m. The special Bible
teaching clinic will be at six
p.m. on Sunday.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Witkowski, Miss
Mitzi Cathey, Mrs. Bobby
McDowell, Mrs. Mary Pat
Spiliotis, Mrs. Orvis Hendricks,
Mrs. Carney Andrus, Mrs.
Carrol Harrison, Raymond
Clark, Mrs. Max Beale, and
Mrs. Fred Phillips
Dr. David C. Roos
Speaker Sunday At
Christian Church
Dr. David C. Roos will speak
on the subject, "The Recovery
of the Saint As Hero," at the
10:45 a.m services on Sunday,
February 23, at the First
Christian Church.
The choir, directed by Mrs.
William Porter with Gary
Galloway as organist, will sing
the anthem, "Lamb of God" by
Christiansen.
Dr. Ron Cella will be worship
leader with Patrice Fleming
and Melanie Roos as .candle
lighters. Lyn Reagan and Leah
Hart will be in charge of the
worship story hour.
Elders serving will be John
Pasco, Sr., and Johnny Reagan.
Deacons serving will be Dr. Joe
Cartwright, Dr. Clegg Austin,
Dr. Armin (lark, Norman Hale,
Robert Hopkins, Dennis Taylor,
and Lenvel Yates.
Greeters will be Mr rid Mrs
Terry Canupp and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Barber, Ronnie Pea, and Loretta lobs look over material that will be presented in their
Graduate Realtors Institute being held in Louisville the week of February 23.
DETROIT (AP) - General
Motors will lower the price tag
on nine compact cars next
week in the first significant ef-
fort by an auto company to re-
duce the sticker price on a line
of cars.
For two months the four U.S.
auto makers have been offering
limited-time rebates on certain
models in an attempt to revive
sluggish cars sales.
Although 13,000 unemployed
auto workers will be back on
the job next week, 37 per cent
of the industry's workforce will
be unemployed and 13 assem-
bly plants will remain closed.
GM said the base price on
the nine small cars will be cut
by up to $313 by eliminating
some standard equipment in an
effort to boost sales when re-
bate programs end on Feb. 28.
"We are responding to an
economy-minded public by of-
fering nine of our smaller cars
with less standard 
equipment,'GM Chairman Tho as Murphy
said in Chicago. Base prices
will be lower by $104 to 4313.
He said the price cuts will
"give our customers the chance
to buy as much or as little car
as their pocketbooks will al-
low."
Orders for the cars will be
taken now with delivery begin-
ning in March, he said.
Meanwhile, Ford Motor Co.
production schedules released
Friday called for an additional
6,400 layoffs to bring its total to




About 255,000 of the in-
dustry's 683,000 hourly workers
will be off the job next week,
down from 263,000 this past
week. Thirteen assembly lines
will be shut down, compared to
20 this week,
GM, the world leader in pro-
ducing large, heavy cars, said




The Memorial Baptist Church
will have regular worship
services on Sunday, February
23, at 10:50 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
with the pastor, Rev. Jerrell
White, speaking at both ser-
vices.
Joe Morton, deacon of the
. week, will assist in the morning
Worship.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Bro. Ronald
Hampton with Mrs. Tommy
Wilkins as organist and Miss
Diane Wilkins as pianist, will
sing the hymn. "There's A Land
That Is Fairer Than Day," at
the morning service.
' At the evening service,
special music will be by the
Junior Choir. A baptismal
service will also be held.
Church School will be at 9:40
a.m. with Hayden Rickman as
director, and Church Training
will be at 5:30 p.m. with Randy
Grogan as director.
The Evangelist Prayer
Breakfast will be held Satur-
day. March 1, at nine a.m, in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The . sermon for the Wed-
nesday seven p.m. prayer
service will be Charles
Driggers, Murray State
University student. Special
music will be by George Lewis,
soloist, and Steve Clark, pianist.
Rev. White will be attending a
Terry Hart. Continuing Theological
,..--411e-iieseresisAaki•4•41+,
Wear-Helm Service Circle and Tuesday in Paducah With
Wayne Oates and Chaplain
ThirGod Squad will meet at Walter Jackson as guest
5:30 p.m. Sunday. teachers
Irate on making lighter models
that achieve better fuel econo-
my.
Murphy said the new Cadillac
Seville, the luxury maker's all-
new small model, will debut
this spring. He would not dis-
cuss reports that it would retail
for about $11,000.
He made the announcements
Friday at a Chicago Auto Show
luncheon.
Under GM's price-cut plan,
various items of standard
equipment, such as radial tires,
and other deluxe features such
as clocks and mirrors, will be
made optional.
Murphy said the price cuts
include:








.,113115, Chevrolet Monza 2
plus 2.
-4313, Buick Skyhawk.
(C,oetlaued from Page 1)
one-fourth of the gross revenue
obtained over the next ten
years.
He said he concurred that a
fair price for the facilities was
reasonable but that he felt the
payment of 25 per cent of the
gross for Lbe nest ten years was
inequitable.
Dr. Jules Harcourt, who
heads Murray State Univer-
sity's regional services
program, outlined for the panel
the services the university is
providing for various city and
county agencies in the Jackson
Purchase under a pilot project
grant of $30,000 from the office
of Local Government.
Other items discussed during
the meeting included: city
planning, public transportation
and review and upgrading of
statues that apply to
municipalities.
Rep. Kenton assured the local
officials that the "things you
have imparted to us" will be
taken under consideration by
the committee which will report
its findings to the General
Assembly.
The committee earlier Friday
held similar sessions in
Russellville, Hopkinsville and
Cadiz before arriving in
Murray. Today they will meet
with officials in Paducah,




The Murray City School's
lunch menus for the week of
February 24 to 28 has been




on bun, fruit cup, french fries,
peanut butter on graham
cracker, and milk.
Tuesday - Tacos-meat-
cheese, chili beans, lettuce,
tomato, chocolate chip cookie,
and milk.
Wednesday-Country fried
steak, green peas, corn on the
cob, gravy, home made rolls,
jelly, and milk.
Thusday-Pizza, cheese
wedge, green beans, lettuce-
tomato salad, banana pudding,
and milk
Friday-Sloppy Joe on bun,.
black-Awl --peas....epasp-
donut, and milk.
The menu is subpeet to -ae--





Three persons from Murray
will attend the Graduate's
Realtor Institute to be held in
Louisville February 23 - March
1. Fred Barber, Realtor,
associated with Boyd-Majors
will be taking his third course of
GRI and upon passing the
examination will recieve his
professional designation. Fred
has been in real estate for four
years and was previously a
Realtor associate in
Madisonville before coming to
Murray six months ago. He is
presently serving as chairman
of the program committee of
the Murray Calloway County
Board of Realtors. He resides in
Canterbury with his wife, Ann,
and three children.
Ronnie Pea, associate
Realtor of Wayne Wilson Real
Estate will be taking his first
course toward his designation.
Ronnie received his real estate
license in 1973 and has been
associated with Wilson since
that time. He resides in Lynn
Grove now with his wife, Kay
and one son.
Loretta Jobs will be com-
pleting her course work toward
her profession designation of
GRI. Loretta received her
license in 1972 and has been an
associate Realtor in the office of
Wilson Real Estate since that
time. She has served as
secretary-treasurer of the local
board and is presently serving




Relations. Loretta was elected a
state director of the state
association Kentucky
Association of Realtors with her
term ending December, 1975.
During the week of courses,
emphasis will be placed on real
estate financing, real estate
taxation, legal aspects of real
estate, trading and exchanging,






Steve Cochrum from the
University Christian Student
Center will be the speaker at the
10:40 a. in. services on Sunday,
February 23, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Mr. Cochrum will be speaking
in the absence of the church
minister, Bro. John Dale, wise
along with Jerry Bolls, Jack
Ward, Tommy Carraway, and
Jim Thurmond will be cam-
paigning for the church in
Trinidad from February 22 to
March 1.
Students from the University
Christian Student Center will
assist Mr. C,ochrurn in the
morning service.
The six p. m. speaker will be
Ronnie Newberry who will
speak on the subject, "Peter
Walks On Water," with the
scripture from Matthew 14:26.
29 to be read by tenths Rogers,
Prayers will be led by Earl
Nanny and Raymond Rayburn.
Ed Thomas will make the
announcements and Kent
McCuiston will direct the song
service. Presiding for The
Lord's Supper will be Josiah
Darnall and Ewin Dick.
Serving on the Extension
Department will be James
'TIIIR•"-fTerntlnit, 'Siert -Steele;
Humphreys, and Ken Hum-
-PhITY'L
- Bible Study will be held at
9:40 a. in
Prices. . . from Page
Pratt conceded that the tariff
will have a bad effect on North-
eastern states but let it stand
for national security reasons.
The Labor Department re-
ported that the Consumer Price
Index increased six-tenths of
one per cent in January, down
from a seven-tenths of one per
cent increase in December and
the smallest gain since a five-
tenths of one per cent rise last
April.
But the department also said
Friday that workers' earnings
dropped 1.2 per cent last month
and that the total purchasing
power of the average employe's
paycheck was down 5.1 per
cent for the 12 months ended in
January.
In Detroit, a United Auto
Workers spokesman said US.
and Canadian auto workers will
get an 11-cent hourly cost-of-liv-
ing raise because of the con-
sumer price rise, bringing the
average wage for major auto-
makers' hourly workers to $6.30
an hour.
Ford Motor Co., meanwhile,
announced it will lay off an ad-
ditional 6,400 workers next
week, leaving 67,100 of its 177,-
000 hourly workers off the job.
But the recall of some workers
by General Motors, Chrysler
Corp. and American Motors
will bring industrywide layoffs
down to 254,455 from the cur-
rent level of 263,605.
The industry-low 8.5 per cent
prime interest rate charged by
banks was announced by sev-
eral major commercial banks.
The nation's largest com-
merical bank, Bank of Amer-
ica, and the second largest,
First National City Bank of
New York, were among the
half dozen to cut prime rates
from 8.75 per cent. Chemical
Bank first set the low rate ear-
lier this week.
The prime rate is the interest
ART GUILD
The Murray Art Guild is now
open from twelve noon to four
p:m. on Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday.
banks charge their most credit-
worthy customers and, while it
does not directly affect rates
for the average borrower, it of-
ten signals the direction they
will take.
Baling Twine
Now In Stock at
McKee! Equipment
Pls••• 753-3042
IS THERE ANYTHING IN A NAME?
In the secular realm there is. Parents don't name their
sons "F'ido," nor their daughters "Jezebel." And if you want
to live to a ripe old age, there are some names you just don't
call people!
Some, however, would have us to believe that it is different
In the religious realm. They say "there's nothing in a name."
However, even these people don't REALLY believe "there is
nothing in a name." For example, a Methodist will correct
you if you call him a Lutheran or vice versa.
But we are concerned with the will of god. How does HE
regard the matter of names? Significantly, God CHANGED
Abram's name to Abraham, Sarai to Sarah, and Jacob to
Israel (Genesis 17:15, 17; 32:27, 18i. He wouldn't have
bothered had He considered names unimportant. Through
the prohet Isaiah, God declared, saying, "For Zion's sake
will I not hold my peace, and for Jerusalem's sake I will not
rest, until the righteousness thereof go forth as brightness,
and the salvation thereof go forth as brightness, and the
salvation thereof as a lamp that burneth. And the Gentiles
shall see thy righteousness, and all kings thy glory.: and
thou shalt be called BY A NEW NAME, which the mouth of
the Lord shall name" Lsaiah 62:1,2 ).
Obviously, with God, there IS something in a name. What
"new name" would God call His people, and when? Regar-
ding the "when," it is evident that it would be when
-righteousness" and "salvation" went forth from Jerusalem
"as a lamp that burneth," the Gentiles were made to see His
"righteousness" and kings His "glory." It is a fact that the
word of the Lord went forth from Jerusalem (Ise, 2:2,3; Luke
24:47; Acts 1:8), the church was established in Jerusalem,
and was composed of the "saved" whom God added to
it (Acts t:47). It is also a fact that the Gospel message was
declared before "the Gentiles, and kings" Acts 9:15), and
that Gentiles, through hearing and obeying the Gospel, saw
the "righteousness" of God (Acts 10). And it is significant
that in the same chapter in which the apostles exclaimed,
saying, "Then hath God also to the Gentiles granted repen-
tance unto hie," the inspired tatortan tells us that, "the
disciples were called CHRISTIANS, first in Antioch" (Acts
11:18,26),
When all the conditions of Isaiah's prophecy were met, it is
a fact that God's people THEN were called by a "new name,"
the name "Christian." Please save this article that the
material herein may be considered along with the article
next week. In the meantime, we invite YOU to assemble with
us.
-By Bobby Witherington
West Murray Church of Christ
Serviessi Maths '& Gam. - RBI ca.
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